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ABSTRACT

Although mindfulness has gained the attention of the legal community, there are only a handful of scholarly law articles on mindfulness. The literature effectively documents the Mindfulness in Law movement, but there has been minimal effort to situate the movement into the broader history of non-Western ideas in the legal academy and profession. Similarly, there has been little recent scholarship offering a critique of the American legal system through the insights of mindfulness. In this Article, I attempt to fill these gaps by situating the Mindfulness in Law movement into the history of modern education’s western-dominated world-view. With this approach, I hope to unearth some of the deep challenges facing a mindful revolution in law that are yet to be widely discussed. In Part I, I introduce the current mindfulness movement in American society. In Part II, I summarize the current Mindfulness in Law movement and the treatment of “Eastern” thought in modern education. I also describe the three levels of change discussed in academic literature: individual, interpersonal, and structural change. In Part III, I discuss how Mohandas Gandhi exemplifies all three levels of change. In Part IV, I offer critical appreciation of the Mindfulness in Law movement by highlighting Gandhi’s insights on structural reform. I conclude that a mindful application of Gandhi’s thought suggests that satyagraha be incorporated into a constitutional framework, thus making legally protected speech out of forms of public-state dialogue that are traditionally ‘extra-legal’ and used disproportionately by marginalized populations.
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“As regards lawyers, the position is worse still. Have they overcome their infatuation for law-courts? ... Have the lawyers realized that justice should not be costly?... Lawyers have not yet overcome the allurement of fat fees and, in consequence, the cost of justice continues to be counted in terms of gold and guineas... justice cannot be sold.” --M.K. Gandhi

I. INTRODUCTION

Mindfulness seems to be everywhere in American society. The February 3rd, 2014, issue of “Time” magazine, one of the most widely read periodicals in the United States, showcased a meditating woman on the cover with the title “The Mindful Revolution.” This front page story contained descriptions of the impact of mindfulness in both the scientific community and in practical application, from managing job stress to reducing anxiety among students. The article described various mindfulness practices, such as chewing meditation and aimless wandering, which many Americans are seeking to manage daily life.

Moreover, United States Congressman Tim Ryan recently wrote a book titled “A Mindful Nation” and has made several television appearances to
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promote mindfulness. After experiencing an extremely fast and stressful life in American politics, Congressman Ryan sought help from mindfulness meditation to handle the strains of his career. In this process, he had a transformative experience that changed his outlook on his life and American society. Congressman Ryan summarized the great potential of mindfulness in his book and detailed his vision of the way mindfulness can transform people’s health, people’s lives, the American educational system, and ultimately American society. In addition, other prominent figures such as American economist Jeffrey Sachs have called for a shift to a “mindful society,” and mindfulness advocates also have applied mindfulness practices in schools and even police departments.

Between 2000 and 2010, there were over 1,000 peer-reviewed academic articles published on mindfulness and related subjects, largely in psychology, health, and neuroscience journals, and there is a growing body of scientific literature that supports the overwhelming benefits of mindfulness practices to the mind and body. However, scientific disciplines are not the only ones that have joined the mindful revolution; law schools now have incorporated mindfulness into legal education. Several law schools, notably University of Miami School of Law and Berkeley’s Boalt Hall School of Law, have begun mindfulness programs as part of the law school curriculum. The rising popularity of mindfulness meditation is bringing more and more law students into such programs and is increasing the demand to have such programs at other law schools. Meditation instructors (many of them already lawyers) also have developed private practices to teach mindfulness to practicing lawyers.

5 For e.g., see http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2014/03/11/tim-ryan_n_4943143.html.
10 See infra, Part II, notes 17 to 95.
Although mindfulness has gained the attention of the legal community, scholarly articles on mindfulness in law only have begun to proliferate. These articles document the mindfulness movement effectively; however, there has been minimal effort to situate the movement into the broader history of non-Western ideas in the legal academy and profession. Similarly, there has been little recent scholarship offering a structural critique of the American legal system through the insights of mindfulness. In this Article, I attempt to fill these gaps by situating the mindful revolution in law into the history of modern education’s western-dominated world-view. With this approach, I hope to unearth some of the deep challenges facing a mindful revolution in law that are yet to be widely discussed.

In Part II, I present the current mindful revolution in three parts. In Section A, I briefly review the recent scientific scholarship on mindfulness. In Section B, I review how ‘Mindfulness in Law’ advocates have applied mindfulness practices in law schools and the legal profession. I also summarize the treatment of “Eastern” thought in modern education. Prior scholarship already contains critical analyses of how the modern education system privileges a peculiar form of western atomism that is unresponsive to alternative conceptions of the world. In light of these critiques, I focus on the use of Buddhist thought in western legal scholarship and practice.

In Section C, I present an analysis of the Mindfulness in Law movement at three levels: the individual, interpersonal, and structural. First, on the level of the individual, I highlight the great potential of Mindfulness in Law to benefit individual law students and lawyers. I argue that the overwhelming evidence that mindfulness meditation reduces stress and anxiety make it imperative that lawyers learn mindfulness practices to manage the high stress.
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of a legal career. Second, on the interpersonal level, I review how Mindfulness in Law practitioners have applied mindfulness to alter the way lawyers practice law. Mindfulness practices have been used effectively in family law and in the criminal justice system, where the restorative lawyering movement has made inroads into the plea bargaining and corrections processes. By introducing concepts such as healing and forgiveness, restorative lawyering has gone beyond the benefit of mindfulness to individuals; it has brought the benefits of mindfulness to social interaction and legal process. Third, the Mindfulness in Law movement largely has been speechless about how to create systemic change. If part of the function of being mindful is to create a compassionate legal system, then Mindfulness in Law must move beyond lawyers benefiting themselves through meditation and beyond the healing and forgiveness that comes after a victim has been harmed. To keep lawyers from becoming more efficient workers for an unsympathetic legal system, the mindful revolution must develop a structural critique that contains the intention of preventing the very conditions that make law students and lawyers flock to meditation courses in the first place. Furthermore, although restorative lawyering can be a refuge for perpetrators and victims, post-crime healing does not address the wider environment that contributes to the suffering of both the perpetrator and victim. Therefore, the mindful revolution must address the broader sources of suffering that are institutional and systemic to American society.

In Part III, I present the life and writings of Mohandas (Mahatma) Gandhi as a model for seamlessly integrating the three levels of mindfulness. Although he is not a major figure in the mindful revolution, Gandhi was a lawyer who significantly impacted the movement toward a more compassionate legal system. After completing law school in London, Gandhi practiced law in South Africa for two decades. His experience with the Anglo legal system qualified him to present his own view of modern law that contained the three levels of mindfulness. First, with the help of meditative practices, Gandhi not only managed stress but also created his own philosophy of law with the intention of changing people’s hearts. Second, he described his view of law practice, which was an early form of restorative lawyering intended to foster nonviolent relationships and heal those who suffered. Third, and perhaps most importantly, he sought to change the function and purpose of the legal system through a philosophy of nonviolent resistance, which contributed to the overthrow of the imperial legal structure ruling India.

At all three of these levels, Gandhi emphasized love and nonviolence, which are core values synonymous with the mindful revolution’s focus on compassion and healing. Therefore, Gandhi’s life and writings present a

comprehensive view of mindful law that would give the mindful revolution the systemic critique it currently lacks. Specifically, Gandhi’s thought acknowledges nonviolent resistance as a method of having meaningful dialogue with government. If some forms of nonviolent resistance are given limited legal protection, then forms of speech largely used by oppressed populations would have status more equal to other forms of public dialogue with government such as lobbying, litigation, and electoral politics. Consequently, mindful law scholars could use Gandhi’s thought to begin a discourse on how some acts of nonviolent resistance can be incorporated into the legal system’s current framework, alongside the other forms of public dialogue with government that often are used more effectively by privileged groups.

II. MINDFULNESS & LAW: THE NEW SYNTHESIS

A. SCIENTIFIC STUDIES ON MINDFULNESS: AUTHORITATIVE VALIDATION (FOR THE WEST)

Over the last fifty years, mindfulness meditation has gone from being a mysterious foreign practice in American society to a legitimate and thoroughly researched area of psychology, neuroscience, and medicine. Mindfulness training programs often produce positive results in only a handful of sessions, and the benefits of mindfulness on pain and stress reduction have been well documented in research on mindfulness-based stress reduction (MBSR). Mindfulness practices have been associated with decreases in stress and anxiety in college undergraduates, cancer patients, health care

15 For a comprehensive review of scientific research on mindfulness, see Shian-Ling Keng et al., Effects of Mindfulness on Psychological Health: A Review of Empirical Studies, 31 CLIN. PSYCHOL. REV. 1041 (2011). For a thorough summary of mindfulness-based stress reduction, see id. at 1045; see also Alberto Chiesa and Alessandro Serretti, A Systematic Review of Neurobiological and Clinical Features of Mindfulness Meditations, 40 PSYCHOL. MEDICINE 1239 (2010).
16 Keng, supra note 15, at 1045-8 (Tables 1-4).
17 KELLY MAGONIGAL, THE MINDFULNESS SOLUTION TO PAIN: STEP BY STEP TECHNIQUES FOR CHRONIC PAIN MANAGEMENT.
20 Michael Speca et al., A Randomized, Wait-List Controlled Clinical Trial: The Effect of a Mindfulness Meditation-Based Stress Reduction Program on Mood and Symptoms of Stress in Cancer Outpatients. 62 PSYCHOSOMATIC MEDICINE, 613-22 (2007); Richard Bränström et al., A Randomized Study of the Effects of Mindfulness Training on Psychological Well-
professionals (who experienced less ‘burnout’), and a more general population of adults. Mindfulness training also has been linked to decreases in depression, exhaustion, negative feelings about the self, and neural expressions of sadness. Other negative behaviors and mental states also are significantly reduced from MBSR, such as neuroticism, absent-mindedness, rumination, difficulty regulating emotions, cognitive reactivity,
social anxiety,\textsuperscript{33} avoiding experiences,\textsuperscript{34} inability to identify or explain one’s own emotions (alexithymia),\textsuperscript{35} and the intensity of psychotic delusions.\textsuperscript{36}

In addition, a new field called mindfulness-based cognitive therapy (MBCT) focuses on teaching patients to see their symptoms as experiences rather than facts.\textsuperscript{37} MBCT has been shown to decrease the rate of relapse in depression patients,\textsuperscript{38} decrease number of symptoms of depression,\textsuperscript{39} increase the amount of time between relapses,\textsuperscript{40} reduce social phobias,\textsuperscript{41} and lessen increases in anxiety among bipolar patients.\textsuperscript{42}

Furthermore, some therapists use a new technique called Dialectical Behavior Therapy (DBT) with patients who either are suicidal, likely to injure themselves, or suffer from Borderline

\textsuperscript{33} Brown & Ryan, supra note 24, at 822; Dekeyser et al., supra note 29, at 1235; Michael K. Rasmussen & Aileen M Pidgeon, The Direct and Indirect Benefits of Dispositional Mindfulness on Self-Esteem and Social Anxiety, 24(2) ANXIETY, STRESS & COPING 227 (2011).

\textsuperscript{34} Ruth A. Baer et al., Assessment of Mindfulness by Self-report the Kentucky Inventory of Mindfulness Skills, 11(3) ASSESSMENT 191 (2004).

\textsuperscript{35} Id. at 191.

\textsuperscript{36} Paul Chadwick et al., Responding Mindfully to Unpleasant Thoughts and Images: Reliability and Validity of the Southampton Mindfulness Questionnaire (SMQ), 47(4) BRIT. J. CLINICAL PSYCHOL. 451-455 (2008); See also Keng, supra note 15, at 1043.

\textsuperscript{37} Barnhofer, Crane & Didonna, 2009 (cited by Keng et al., 31 CLINICAL PSYCHOL. REV. 1041, 1045 (2011)).

\textsuperscript{38} John D. Teasdale et al., Prevention of Relapse/Recurrence in Major Depression by Mindfulness-Based Cognitive Therapy, 68(4) J. CONSULTING & CLINICAL PSYCHOL. 615, (2000) (for patients with 3 or more prior relapses); Willem Kuyken et al., Mindfulness-Based Cognitive Therapy to Prevent Relapse in Recurrent Depression, 76(6) J. CONSULTING & CLINICAL PSYCHOL. 966, (2008); Karen A. Godfrin & Cornelis van Heeringen , The Effects of Mindfulness-Based Cognitive Therapy on Recurrence of Depressive Episodes, Mental Health and Quality of Life: A Randomized Controlled Study, 48(8) BEHAV. RES. & THERAPY 738-746 (2010).

\textsuperscript{39} Thorsten Barnhofer et al., Mindfulness-Based Cognitive Therapy as a Treatment for Chronic Depression: A Preliminary Study, 47(5) BEHAV. RES. & THERAPY 366 (2009); Silvia R. Hepburn et al., Mindfulness-Based Cognitive Therapy May Reduce Thought Suppression in Previously Suicidal Participants: Findings from a Preliminary Study, 48(2) BRIT. J. CLINICAL PSYCHOL. 209 (2009); J. Mark G. Williams et al., Mindfulness-Based Cognitive Therapy (MBCT) in Bipolar Disorder: Preliminary Evaluation of Immediate Effects on Between-Episode Functioning, 107(1) J. AFFECTIVE DISORDERS 275 (2009); Nancy J. Thompson et al., Distance Delivery of Mindfulness-Based Cognitive Therapy for Depression: Project UPLIFT, 19(3) EPILEPSY & BEHAV. 247 (2010).

\textsuperscript{40} Guido Bondolfi et al., Depression Relapse Prophylaxis with Mindfulness-Based Cognitive Therapy: Replication and Extension in the Swiss Health Care System, 122(3) J. AFFECTIVE DISORDERS 224, (2010).

\textsuperscript{41} Jacob Piet et al., A Randomized Pilot Study of Mindfulness-Based Cognitive Therapy and Group Cognitive-Behavioral Therapy for Young Adults with Social Phobia, 51(5) SCANDINAVIAN J. PSYCHOL. 403 (2010).

\textsuperscript{42} Williams et al., supra note 39, at 275-79.
Personality Disorder. Among these patients, mindfulness training has significantly reduced anger, aggression, drug use, self-harm, depression, suicidal behavior, and inpatient treatment. Furthermore, Acceptance and Commitment Therapy (ACT) is a therapy that utilizes mindfulness to help

---

45 Thomas R. Lynch et al., Treatment of Older Adults with Co-Morbid Personality Disorder and Depression: A Dialectical Behavior Therapy Approach, 22(2) INT’L J. GERIATRIC PSYCHIATRY 131 (2007).
46 Marsha M. Linehan et al., Dialectical Behavior Therapy for Patients with Borderline Personality Disorder and Drug-Dependence, 8(4) AM. J. ADDICTION, 279-292(1999); Marsha M. Linehan et al., Dialectical Behavior Therapy Versus Comprehensive Validation Therapy Plus 12-Step for the Treatment of Opioid Dependent Women Meeting Criteria for Borderline Personality Disorder, 67(1) DRUG & ALCOHOL DEPENDENCE 13 (2002).
47 Roel Verheul et al., Dialectical Behaviour Therapy for Women with Borderline Personality Disorder 12-Month, Randomised Clinical Trial in the Netherlands, 182(2) BRIT. J. PSYCHIATRY 135 (2003); Marsha M. Linehan et al., Two-Year Randomized Controlled Trial and Follow-Up of Dialectical Behavior Therapy vs Therapy by Experts for Suicidal Behaviors and Borderline Personality Disorder, 63(7) ARCHIVES GEN. PSYCHIATRY 757 (2006).
50 Id. at 971-74.
people constructively accept negative emotions rather than avoiding and re-
jecting them. ACT has significantly reduced depression, dysfunctional atti-
tudes, hospitalization rates, math and test anxiety, nicotine addiction and cigarette use, and opiate use.

Mindfulness not only decreases negative states but also increases the
ability to let go of negative emotions, improves coping skills, improves
innovation, increases happiness, and increases well-being and positive
mental states. For example, MBSR training significantly increases life sat-
isfaction, agreeableness, conscientiousness, vitality, self-esteem,
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sense of autonomy,\textsuperscript{68} competence,\textsuperscript{69} optimism,\textsuperscript{70} and pleasant affect.\textsuperscript{71} After one 8-week MBSR training course, subjects even had significantly higher immune function measured by increases in influenza antibodies.\textsuperscript{72} Furthermore, Kuyken et al. (2008) found that MBCT significantly increased patient quality of life scores,\textsuperscript{73} and Forman et al. (2007) found that mindfulness–based practices in ACT are significantly related to increased life satisfaction.\textsuperscript{74}

In short, mindfulness changes the brain – and for the better. Meditation has been associated with increased theta-wave brain activity (an indicator of rest or sleep),\textsuperscript{75} as well as continued alpha-wave brain activity (associated with wakefulness) while maintaining restful metabolic rate.\textsuperscript{76} Davidson et al. (2003) also found increased left-sided anterior activation, which is associated with positive affect.\textsuperscript{77} In addition, mindfulness practices have been linked to the ability of the prefrontal cortex to inhibit the amygdala, which suggests that mindfulness meditation helps the individual to control emotional reactions and outbursts.\textsuperscript{78} Moreover, mindfulness eating practices are related to people maintaining a balanced diet.\textsuperscript{79} Mindfulness practices even have led to significant decreases in binge eating among those with eating disorders,\textsuperscript{80} suggesting that even instinctual cues from the brain can be controlled through mindfulness.

Perhaps the most profound significance of mindfulness for law is the fact that mindfulness significantly increases empathy.\textsuperscript{81} Recent research has

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{68} Id.
\item \textsuperscript{69} Id.
\item \textsuperscript{70} Id.
\item \textsuperscript{71} Id.; See also Keng et al, supra note 17.
\item \textsuperscript{72} Richard J. Davidson et al., Alterations in Brain and Immune Function Produced by Mindfulness Meditation, 65 PSYCHOSOMATIC MED. 564 (2003).
\item \textsuperscript{73} Kuyken et al, supra note 39, at 966.
\item \textsuperscript{74} Evan M. Forman et al., A Randomized Controlled Effectiveness Trial of Acceptance and Commitment Therapy and Cognitive Therapy for Anxiety and Depression, 31 BEHAV. MODIFICATION 772 (2007).
\item \textsuperscript{75} Akira Kasamatsu & Tomio Hirai, An Electroencephalographic Study on the Zen Meditation (Zazen), 20(4) PSYCHIATRY & CLINICAL NEUROSCIENCES 315, (1966).
\item \textsuperscript{76} B. K. Anand et al., Some Aspects of Electroencephalographic Studies in Yogis, 13(3) ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHY & CLINICAL NEUROPHYSIOLOGY 452 (1961); B. K. Bagchi & M. A. Wenger, Electrophysiological Correlates of Some Yogi Exercises, 7 ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHY & CLINICAL NEUROPHYSIOLOGY 132 (1957); Robert Keith Wallace, Physiological Effects of Transcendental Meditation, 167(3926) SCI, 1751 (1970).
\item \textsuperscript{77} Davidson et al, supra note 73, at 564–570.
\item \textsuperscript{78} John David Creswell et al., Neural Correlates of Dispositional Mindfulness During Affect Labeling, 69 PSYCHOSOMATIC MED. 560 (2007).
\item \textsuperscript{79} Susan Albers, Eating Mindfully: How to End Mindless Eating and Enjoy a Balanced Relationship with Food (2012).
\item \textsuperscript{80} Christy F. Telch et al., Dialectical Behavior Therapy for Binge Eating Disorder, 69 J. CONSULTING & CLINICAL PSYCHOL. 1061 (2001).
\item \textsuperscript{81} Dekeyser et al, supra note 28, at 1235–45; Shauna L. Shapiro et al., Effects of Mindfulness-Based Stress Reduction on Medical and Premedical Students, 21(6) J. BEHAV. MED. 581, 581 (1998).
\end{itemize}
connected mindfulness meditation to significant increases in attention toward others, in particular, having compassionate regard for the suffering of others. Condon et al. (2013) recently found that meditation significantly increased compassionate responses to suffering. Condon et al. compared a non-meditating group to a group that participated in an 8-week mediation training. After the 8 week course, each subject was asked to return to the lab “under the guise of completing tests of cognitive ability.” However, the researchers collected the actual data when subjects were asked to sit outside the lab in a waiting area with three chairs. Two female confederates sat in two of the chairs, leaving the third chair unoccupied for the subject. After the subject sat in the chair for 1 minute, a third female confederate acted as the sufferer by entering from “around the corner with crutches and a walking boot.” The sufferer winced while walking, stopped in front of the chairs, “then looked at her cell phone, audibly sighed in discomfort, and leaned back against a wall.” If two minutes passed and the subject did not offer his seat, the subject was coded as not offering help. The results showed that subjects who participated in the meditation training were significantly more likely to offer their seat (i.e., manifest a compassionate response) when compared to the non-meditating control group.

Condon et al. and several other meditation researchers are bridging the gap between the individual-focused health benefits of meditation and the interpersonal consequences of meditative practice. For example, Fredrickson et al. (2014) connected improved immune system function and gene expression to loving-kindness meditation.

---

83 Paul Condon et al., Meditation Increases Compassionate Responses to Suffering, 20 PSYCHOLOGICAL SCIENCE 1 (2013).
84 One group of meditators were trained in mindfulness mediation, while another group were trained in compassion mediation. Differences were insignificant between the two groups. Id. at 3.
85 Id. at 2.
86 Id.
87 Id.
88 Id. at 3.
increases life satisfaction, positive emotions, and positive social relationships. Today, there are many scientists and clinicians who are explaining the deep links between mindfulness and compassion. Neurobiologist Dan Siegel recently discussed the results of meditation in the context of meaningful bonds, empathy, and love. Similarly, clinical psychologist Jack Kornfield fundamentally links meditation and loving-kindness throughout his widely acclaimed writings.

B. MINDFUL LAWYERING: LAWYERS & MEDITATION

Mindfulness in Law initiatives have begun to appear at law schools alongside the recent scientific explosion supporting the power of meditation. The University of Miami School of Law has a Mindfulness in Law program that has served as a model for other law schools. Director Scott Rogers has developed an entire curriculum for integrating mindfulness into law school. In an article titled “The Mindful Law School,” Rogers described a mindfulness-based approach to legal education. Part of Rogers’ approach includes Jurisight, a program that introduces mindfulness concepts and practices by blending the terms of neuroscience and law to make the science and

92 Kok et al., supra note 90.
93 Id.
94 See MARK W. MUESSE, PRACTICING MINDFULNESS: AN INTRODUCTION TO MEDITATION (2011).
practice of mindfulness enjoyable and approachable to law students. The Program consists of courses integrated into the law school curriculum, such as “Mindful Ethics” that combines mindfulness with professional responsibility. The program also teaches mindful eating practices to handle the fast-paced fast-food lifestyle rampant in the profession, and contains regular presentations on the mental and physical benefits of mindfulness. There also are ‘Mindful Spaces’ where students can enjoy organic green tea, learn a 15-minute yoga routine that does not require change of clothing, and go on 15-minute walks with faculty. The program website also is adorned with mindfulness exercise instructions and a mindful student spotlight. To Rogers, the program’s goal is to use mindfulness to enhance the well-being of the individuals in contact with the system of legal education and lawyering. In Roger’s own words, “a system that operates with awareness and compassion as its core elements is likely to inspire a development that engages the intellect, eases suffering, and broadens the horizon of what is possible.”

Similarly, Boalt School of Law at the University of California-Berkeley has a new Berkeley Initiative for Mindfulness in Law. The Initiative has regular sessions of meditation and Qi Gong, along with a continuous list of visiting speakers covering a wide range of topics, from neuroscientific evidence of the effectiveness of mindfulness for lawyers to the role of mindfulness in social justice activism. Also, Georgetown University School of Law began a program called Lawyers in Balance and invited Congressman Tim Ryan to speak at a mindfulness event. In addition, City University of New York (CUNY) School of Law has a Contemplative Urban Lawyering Pro-

99 Scott Rogers, The Mindful Law School: An Integrative Approach to Transforming Legal Education, 28 TOURO L. REV. 1193 (2012); For an expanded discussion on the legal profession, see Rogers, supra note 11, at 7. See also Jacobowitz, supra note 11, at 27-29.
101 Rogers, supra note 99 at 1202-3.
102 Id.
103 Id. For an expanded discussion of University of Miami’s Program and offerings, see SCOTT L. ROGERS, MINDFULNESS FOR LAW STUDENTS: APPLYING THE POWER OF MINDFUL AWARENESS TO ACHIEVE BALANCE AND SUCCESS IN LAW SCHOOL (2009); SCOTT L. ROGERS, THE SIX-MINUTE SOLUTION: A MINDFULNESS PRIMER FOR LAWYERS (2009); JAN L. JACOBOWITZ & SCOTT L. ROGERS, MINDFULNESS AND PROFESSIONAL RESPONSIBILITY A GUIDE BOOK FOR INTEGRATING MINDFULNESS INTO THE LAW SCHOOL CURRICULUM (2012).
104 Rogers, supra note 99, at 1205.
gram and a corresponding social justice course, both incorporating mindfulness. Furthermore, University of Akron School of Law is beginning a program in mindfulness-based stress reduction (MBSR). Vanderbilt Law School also has recently created a Supportive Practices Group that incorporates mindfulness practices, and Yale Law School has a Meditation and the Law program. In addition, mindfulness is incorporated into an Emotional Intelligence course at University of Missouri, into dispute resolution courses at Northwestern and University of Florida law schools, and into various classroom exercises at Arizona Summit School of Law. In total, anywhere from twelve to twenty U.S. law schools offer mindfulness courses or are integrating mindfulness into the curriculum in areas such as negotiations.

These programs also are receiving attention from the legal profession for their contributions to the legal community. In a conference at Miami’s federal district courthouse in 2012, Judge Alan Gold uttered the words, “I am calling for an all-out revolution” and wondered how lawyers in his courtroom would respond if he sounded a Tibetan Bell rather than a gavel. Apparently, around the country there are many people who have responded to Judge Gold’s call. At least twelve Bar Associations now have programs

---

107 Riskin, supra note 11, at 637.
109 Riskin, supra note 11, at 637.
112 Riskin, supra note 11, at 637.
113 See http://www.azsummitlaw.edu/finding-happiness-law and the work of Mary Delores Guerra to include mindfulness into curriculum. Rogers, supra note 99, at 1192.
114 Weiner, supra note 108.
115 Id; See also Jacobowitz, supra note 12, at 27-29; STEVEN KEEVA, TRANSFORMING PRACTICES: FINDING JOY AND SATISFACTION IN THE LEGAL LIFE (10th ed. 2011).
117 Id.
related to mindfulness.119 Some areas even have private organizations120 or permanent groups dedicated to mindfulness for lawyers,121 such as the D.C. Area Contemplative Law Group and the Mindfulness in Law Joint Task Force between the South Florida Chapter of the Federal Bar Association and the Dade County Bar Association.122 Meditation groups for lawyers also have been created in Northern California, Denver, New York City and Portland, Oregon.123 In addition, many mindfulness-related workshops are sponsored by the American Bar Association, the American Association of Law Schools, individual law schools or other parts of universities, law firms or corporate legal departments, government agencies, non-governmental organizations, and courts.124

Furthermore, as part of his mindfulness and law advocacy, Professor Leonard L. Riskin has made substantial contributions to the development of mindful dispute resolution.125 He has applied mindfulness to the mediation and alternative dispute resolution literature in order to view law as a healing profession and to increase lawyer awareness of both internal and external tensions that exacerbate conflict.126 In this capacity, mindful dispute resolution can reduce escalation of conflict and aid in constructive long-term settlement of conflict.

Similarly, the therapeutic jurisprudence movement has been extended to incorporate mindfulness.127 “Its founders, law professors David Wexler and Bruce Winick, maintain an extensive set of resources”128 at their website.129 Mindfulness also has been used as a tool to enhance collaborative

---

119 Weiner, supra note 109.
121 Leonard L. Riskin, Awareness and the Legal Profession: An Introduction to the Mindful Lawyer Symposium, 61(4) J. OF LEGAL EDUC. 637 (2012). Riskin also says that mindfulness & law programs also are appearing “in Australia, Austria, Canada, Denmark, Israel, and Greece.” Id.
122 Weiner, supra note 108.
123 Riskin, supra note 11, at 637.
124 Id.
126 Id. See also Leonard L. Riskin, Mindfulness: Foundational Training for Dispute Resolution, 54 J. OF LEGAL EDUC. 79 (2004).
129 See www.therapeuticjurisprudence.org.
divorces in family law practice. Additionally, mindfulness has been connected to enhancing mediator neutrality and reducing the role of anger in mediations, which could promote the ideals of fairness and reasoned discussion in law.

Mindfulness techniques also are being used to enhance trial advocacy. As Trial Advocacy teacher Professor David M. Zlotnick states, “Without question, analytic types are attracted to the field and law school exaggerates the tendency to process everything intellectually.” By incorporating mindfulness practices into trial advocacy training, instructors such as Zlotnick can complement the strong intellect many students bring to law school, with greater emotional insight, empathy, calmness, and clarity with jurors.

To connect the work of Riskin, Wexler, Winick, Zlotnick and others, Susan Daicoff has described the Mindfulness-in-Law movement as part of a “comprehensive law movement” whose other components include “collaborative law, creative problem solving, holistic justice, preventive law, problem solving courts, procedural justice, restorative justice, therapeutic jurisprudence, and transformative mediation.” She highlights the Center for Restorative Justice at the University of Minnesota, which is directed by Professor Mark Umbreit, a leader in the Restorative Justice movement. Under this broader collaborative law umbrella, Umbreit and others are bringing a holistic focus to law that broadens lawyers to multiple dimensions of conflict and the human condition.

The Mindfulness in Law movement and many other parts of the collaborative law movement rely on “Eastern” thought—especially Buddhist philosophy—to create alternative conceptions of law and the human condition. In the next section, I discuss the relationship between Buddhist and western thought, especially as it applies to law practice.


Connected to the Mindfulness in Law movement is a less-discussed “East-West” dialogue between modern law practice and the insights of Buddhist lawyers. A major concern of Buddhist lawyers involves reconciling the tension they experience between their values and modern law practice. In Buddhist thought, mindfulness is part of a process through which one
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130 See Cantrell, supra note 13, at 65.
131 Rock, supra note 111.
134 Daicoff, supra note 128, at 57.
135 Id. at 1-2.
136 Id. at 2. See also http://2ssw.che.umn.edu/rjp/People/Umbreit.htm.
137 This “East-West” dialogue has a history in scientific fields as well, such as psychology. See B. Alan Wallace and Shauna L. Shapiro, Mental Balance and Well-Being: Building Bridges Between Buddhism and Western Psychology, AM. PSYCHOL. 690 (2006).
recognizes the interdependence of all beings, and this recognition has profound consequences on one’s view of guilt. In an adversarial system in which one party is the accused, applying an interdependent understanding of guilt can be challenging. As one Buddhist lawyer explained:

There is no case in which one person is solely guilty, liable, or responsible. Any case whatsoever, or any karmic act whatsoever, involves a hidden series of karmic acts... Every individual case is like the tip of an iceberg. In a criminal case, we cannot solve the problem simply by saying “guilty” or “not guilty”.138

Because the connectedness of all beings is central to Buddhist thought, a Buddhist lawyer must practice law as if a lawyer were “one with the community... urging mutual understanding, respect, and a common solution.”139 To achieve this understanding, Buddhist teachings offer the Eightfold Path, a set of practices leading to the realization of interconnected being (Enlightenment).140 Right Mindfulness (or Right Attention) is one of the components of the Eightfold Path,141 but in current American legal discourse, mindfulness has been surgically removed from the rest of the Eightfold Path as a singular and primary preoccupation. This can seem like a problem to some Buddhist lawyers who often raise the issue of compassion in law,142 especially since compassion contains an interpersonal quality of loving-kindness that mindfulness – together with the rest of the Eightfold Path - is meant to cultivate.143

139 Id. at 1175. Although many in the legal community may find these to be noble goals, it in some ways is even more difficult to impart this Buddhist view into law than a Judeo-Christian view. As Kanazawa stated, “I cannot connect easily legal concepts, such as covenants and contracts, with Buddhism, as may be done more easily in the Judeo-Christian tradition.” Id. Similarly, Blatt commented that the Abrahamic faiths “more readily generate a role for lawyers.” William S. Blatt, What’s Special About Meditation? Contemplative Practice for American Lawyers, 7 Harv. NEGOT. L. REV. 125, 139 (2002).
141 Easwaran, supra note 140, at 31-3; Smith, supra note 140; See also Smith & Novak, supra note 140; Pandit, supra note 140; Surya Das, supra note 140.
143 Easwaran, supra note 140; Smith, supra note 140; See also Smith & Novak, supra note 140; Pandit, supra note 140, at 81-6; Surya Das, supra note 140. Other parts of the Eightfold Path that often are left out of American mindfulness discourse but relevant to law practice are Right View, Action, Effort, and Livelihood.
For some Buddhist lawyers, there are times when their values are difficult to reconcile with their law practice. One Buddhist criminal lawyer explained that sometimes he must discredit police officers in order to zealously represent his client, even though his role as an advocate may foster negative feelings in the officers. He explained, “you have real countervailing duties. I don’t think there’s a way to reconcile everything we’re asked to do as Buddhists with everything we’re asked to do as lawyers.”

The Mindfulness in Law movement faces a similar predicament. The path from mindful practice to a mindful legal system is steep, and along the way, there are points where both the structure and culture of the legal system is at loggerheads with mindful practice. Unfortunately, reconciling these tensions requires reforms that few scholars have been willing to discuss, in part because this conversation involves facing aspects of the dominant worldview underlying modern American legal thought.

In contrast to law scholars, many scholars in other disciplines have engaged in this necessary conversation. For instance, scholars from communications and philosophy have criticized the western-dominated world-view that animates modern law and education. In communications scholarship, recent scientific research has revealed a deep bias in the ways that modern discourse identifies proper ‘logic’ and ‘analytical reasoning.’ Furthermore, philosopher Charles Mills has suggested that aspects of western thought have fundamentally racist theoretical bases. Specifically, Mills has confronted a major canon of western social theory - the social contract – and has argued that the historical basis of the social contract rests in a ‘racial contract.’ In this racial contract, people of color are subjugated to ‘human-oid’ status in the interest of white men’s protection of their property rights.

In this analysis, Mills has challenged the legitimacy of contract theory, one of the foundations of western legal doctrine.

The academic mindfulness scholarship rarely engages the critical academic discourse on western dominance, and to do so would require mindfulness commentators to discuss the deep canyon that historically has separated western education from the rest of the world’s thought. To highlight the dominant western world-view of American culture more broadly, Samuel Huntington even described American society as a settler’s society, rejecting the notion that American society is an ‘immigrant society.’ In a settler’s
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144 Cantrell, supra note 142, at 46.
147 Id; Scheurich, supra note 12; see generally CAROLE PATEMAN & CHARLES W. MILLS, CONTRACT AND DOMINATION (2007).
148 Samuel Huntington, Who Are We? (quoted in JOHN A. POWELL, RACING TO JUSTICE: TRANSFORMING OUR CONCEPTIONS OF SELF AND OTHER TO BUILD AN INCLUSIVE SOCIETY (2012) )
society, new groups must conform to the dictates of the dominant group.\textsuperscript{149} In the American case, the atomistic world-view of early settlers became a dominant conception of man that forced alternative conceptions to conform to its contours or risk marginalization. As a result, the atomism so deeply embedded in American individualism can make social transformation to interdependent individualism potentially hostile rather than peaceful.

Furthermore, the doctrine of universal interdependence of all beings and the value of compassion contain emotional insights that contradict the dominant juxtapositions of emotion and reason in the west.\textsuperscript{150} Especially in early Euro-American history,\textsuperscript{151} emotional insight distracted from the power of reason and therefore had to be amputated from conscious thought processes and intellectual inquiries.\textsuperscript{152} Law has not been immune to this tendency; for centuries, the notion of law’s “logic” leading to “rational” conclusions pervaded and still pervades legal discourse.\textsuperscript{153} Therefore, from one view, legal thought contains a deep pervasive bias against – and perhaps aggressive hostility toward – emotional insight, even though compassion, empathy, and interdependence are based in part on emotional intelligence.\textsuperscript{154} Tragically, when scholars and students engage in the style of reasoning that is privileged in much of modern legal education, they lose the opportunity to engage what is perhaps the most positive, intense, and influential emotional experience in human life: the experience of love.

By developing the type of emotional intelligence that fosters love, law scholars can eliminate some of legal reasoning’s blind spots, but to mention love as a basis for legal reasoning is anathema to education in a modern law school classroom. Within the dominant framework of legal education, love in law can seem absurd, ridiculous, or at best, irrelevant. Because they are forced to accept this dominant framework, law students are socialized to accept the foundation of a modern western culture and history in which mindfulness is foreign. This presents a unique challenge to the Mindfulness in Law movement, but without the insights of mindfulness proponents, legal education will continue to be bereft of the insights that could create solutions.

\textsuperscript{149} Id. See also John A. Powell, \textit{John A. Powell on Social Justice, Mindfulness and the Law: Reflections on the Self}, YouTube, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Yq2LppGBaEI at 25:00-28:00 (last viewed July 22, 2014).


\textsuperscript{151} The function of this juxtaposition has been viewed as a form of gender dominance and is made visible in the labelling of women as ‘emotional.’ Historically, this labelling rendered women incapable of exercising the power of reason that was seen as the domain of men. Gail Bederman, \textit{Manliness and Civilization: A Cultural History of Gender and Race in the United States}, 1880-1917 18-25 (2008).

\textsuperscript{152} Id.


for many modern problems. The Mindfulness in Law movement has the potential to combine students’ intellectual acumen with emotional intelligence, but to recognize its full potential, mindfulness scholars must grapple with the western privilege that has been entrenched in American legal thought since the colonial period. In an age in which modern law and legal systems are part of a global order, “it is about time we recognized [the] deep-seated ethnocentric and cultural biases”\textsuperscript{155} of western legal philosophy.\textsuperscript{156}

C. THREE LEVELS OF CHANGE: INDIVIDUAL, INTERPERSONAL, & STRUCTURAL

Mindfulness has potential to improve individual well-being, interpersonal interactions, and social structure. However, in practice, mindfulness primarily has penetrated the level of individual well-being in American society and has not transformed American culture from atomistic self-interest to other-regarding interdependence. The highly self-regarding quality of American individualism can be seen in a recent advertisement attracting university students to mindfulness meditation.\textsuperscript{157} It reads:

[S]tudent survey results from the Winter 2014 sessions:

88\% reported that mindfulness helped improve their academic performance

77\% reported that mindfulness helped improve their focus and concentration

\textsuperscript{155} \textsc{Bhikhu Parekh}, \textit{Gandhi’s Political Philosophy: A Critical Examination} 3 (1989).

\textsuperscript{156} \textit{Id.}

\textsuperscript{157} Note: The ad is on the website for the Academic Advising Center at the University of Michigan, and I teach in the University of Michigan system. There are many other examples that illustrate modern marketing of mindfulness; therefore, I use this ad as a reflection of modern mindfulness promotion rather than being an ad unique to my University in any way. I assume any American organization must employ dominant American cultural frames to promote its services and attract clientele. Mindfulness promotion, too, must entail culturally sensitive strategies to appeal to broad populations. Therefore, I present this ad as an illustration of American perceptions of mindfulness rather than perceptions peculiar to my University. For more examples of atomistic portrayals of mindfulness in American society, see generally http://korumindfulness.org/ last visited April 12, 2015 (highlighting the individualized mental and physical health benefits to university students). \textit{See also} Yale Law School Admissions website, \textit{supra} note 111, at http://www.law.yale.edu/admissions/18137.htm, last viewed April 12, 2015 (“The law school offers guided meditation sessions each week. Whether you choose to take part in these mid-day recharges, or if you prefer to get your dose of mindfulness at home, starting or ending your day with a few minutes of a quiet brain will put you at ease when you are cold-called in class. When you are centered with meditation, whatever stresses the legal academy throws at you seem like berries, not boulders.”).
59% reported that they studied more effectively.158

To promote mindfulness, the ad emphasizes individual benefit as the sole reason to incorporate mindfulness into education. The message to the reader is ‘I will do better in school, I will focus better, and I will study more effectively.’ This message certainly makes it clear that mindfulness can help individuals achieve “success” by modern definitions; however, when viewed within the context of the entire Eightfold Path, mindfulness is far from this atomistic characterization. In the context of progressing toward Enlightenment, mindfulness is an aid for becoming aware of one’s connection to others and for developing the empathy that fosters social harmony.159 Although ‘improved concentration’ can foster inner peace, the ad itself is purely “self-regarding”160; none of the “other-regarding”161 qualities of mindfulness such as developing compassion or loving-kindness appear in the ad. Like the promotion of yoga in American society, the promotion of mindfulness seems constitutive of a larger culture in which benefits to oneself are more important than developing any “other-regarding” qualities. Apparently, to promote mindfulness to university students, an ad touting ‘what mindfulness can do for you’ is more effective and appealing than an ad that says mindfulness can “develop your empathy,” “improve your compassion,” or “make your loving-kindness more effective.” In other words, within the dominant frames of American individualism, the ‘other-regarding’ qualities of mindfulness seem insignificant when compared to the “self-regarding” benefits of mindfulness.

From one view, the dominant atomistic frames of American society constrain mindfulness advocates’ ability to emphasize the “other-regarding” potential of mindfulness. As a result, promotions of mindfulness in American society emphasize individual-level benefits (i.e., ‘how mindfulness can benefit me’), as opposed to emphasizing how mindfulness can provide benefits at the interpersonal level (i.e., by improving relationships through kindness) and structural level (i.e., by reforming institutions through the use of compassion). Furthermore, if one considers the structural and cultural pervasiveness of economic self-interest in American society, then the dominant economic values could create pressure on organizations to portray mindfulness in ways that promote the greatest immediate profit and growth. Within American society’s atomistic individualism and profit-growth model, mindfulness organizations face structural pressures to “get people in the door” and must appeal to consumer self-regard first in order to maximize interest in their product. Consequently, due to cultural and economic pressures,
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159 Lama Surya Das, Awakening the Buddha Within 292, 297 (1997).
161 See Dasgupta, supra note 160.
‘other-regarding’ qualities of mindfulness that could promote structural change can become secondary considerations, even for the most well-intentioned mindfulness advocates.

There are alternatives to the atomistic, hyper-individualistic, “self-regarding” portrayal of the pursuit of happiness in American culture and the pursuit of “success” in American education. However, the current discourse on mindfulness does little to ask questions that force us to probe deeper into American individuality: for instance, should the ultra-competitive model that pits students against each other for grades be questioned? For advocates who want to increase compassion and loving-kindness with mindfulness, it is no consolation to see students flock to meditation because they want “a better edge” on the competition. Similarly, to john a. powell, it is no consolation to see mindfulness used on soldiers, either. In a presentation at Berkeley’s Boalt Hall School of Law, powell lamented at the fact that mindfulness was being used by the military to better train combat troops to be “able to kill people, only better!” If combat troops are trained to “be more focused” without questioning the imperative to kill, then modern society has succeeded in its evisceration of mindfulness from its sisters: compassion and loving-kindness.

Although many Mindfulness-in-Law proponents have discussed the challenges that mindfulness faces from the dominant atomistic modern lifestyle, there has been little resolution regarding what lawyers should do about the challenge. In a self-reflective Article, Riskin described two negotiations he once had in the developing world – one with a carriage driver and one with a female textile seller - for which he has felt tremendous guilt over 20 years. He experiences this guilt largely because of his exercise of strong self-interest in situations he now feels may not have warranted such a response.

162 powell uses lower-case in his name.
163 powell, supra note 149, at 44:15 (expressing concern over the limited use of mindfulness with soldiers only ‘as a technique’), and at 1:00:00 (discussing the meaning of yoga as union).
164 For examples of the connection between mindfulness and love, compassion, and kindness, see Rick Hanson, Buddha’s Brain: The Practical Neuroscience of Happiness, Love, and Wisdom (2009); Rick Hanson, Just One Thing: Developing a Buddha Brain One Simple Practice at a Time (2011); Rick Hanson, Hardwiring Happiness: The New Brain Science of Contentment, Calm, and Confidence (2013); (see also Hanson, Love the World, at http://www.huffingtonpost.com/rick-hanson-phd/love-the-world_b_1161781.html, last visited July 22, 2014).
165 Leonard L. Riskin, Managing Inner and Outer Conflict: Selves, Subpersonalities, and Internal Family Systems, 18 Harv. Negot. L. Rev. 1, 3-4 (2013). Riskin refers to the healthy and compassionate part of himself as “Gandhi” (at 40-58) and ends the Article with an eloquent poem from poet Juan Ramon Jimenez about the individual self as beyond the atomistic self:

I am not I.
I am this one
Walking beside me whom I do not see,
Whom at times I manage to visit,
And whom at other times I forget:
Riskin’s refreshing transparency opens readers to the question of how loving-kindness and adversarial negotiation could coexist in a modern environment that aggressively celebrates and promotes self-interest. Although interpersonal tension could be resolved with loving-kindness, no single individual’s compassion in the moment of bargaining with an impoverished seller is going to alter the structural conditions in which the interaction takes place.

For this reason, many lawyers who apply mindfulness to interpersonal conflict have alluded to the need for a structural level of change. For instance, Harris et al. invoked the teachings of Buddhist monk Thich Nhat Hanh to explain how mindfulness can aid transformative justice in Oakland. They presented a way of conceptualizing mindful lawyering that focuses on long-term cooperation rather than competitive struggle. In Harris et al.’s conception, “the practice of mindfulness means... find[ing] new ways to work with former opponents, and [using] the relationships created within the Coalition to support still-greater efforts.” By applying mindfulness to relationships, Harris et al. have helped to move mindfulness discourse beyond individual benefit and into the level of interpersonal benefit. However, as Harris et al. strive to improve interactions, they also have recognized the structural qualities of the American political and legal systems that impede ‘other-regarding’ exchanges. Harris et al. sympathetically explained the plight of social justice advocates by saying “Community lawyers know well the feeling of Pyrrhic victory when fighting for subordinated communities and interests in a legal and political system that purports to be neutral, yet frequently consolidates the power of winners against losers.” Here, Harris et al. acknowledged that the efforts of social justice lawyers are challenged by structural “conditions that gave rise to highly adversarial relationships”.

In short, social justice lawyers have used mindfulness as a powerful

The one who remains silent when I talk,
The one who forgives, sweet, when I hate,
The one who takes a walk where I am not,
The one who will remain standing when I die


166 JAMES M. HENSLIN, ESSENTIALS OF SOCIOLGY: A DOWN-TO-EARTH APPROACH 46 (6th Ed. 2006) (for data showing American value preferences for individualism and worldly success). Riskin also discussed Adam Smith’s conception of the two selves governed by “the passions” and the “impartial spectator”. See Riskin, supra note 165, at 7. This aspect of Smith’s writing could serve as potential bridge between modern legal ‘impartiality’ and mindful detachment.

167 Angela Harris, Margareetta Lin & Jeff Selbin, Symposium: Race, Economic Justice, and Community Lawyering in the New Century: From "The Art of War" to "Being Peace": Mindfulness and Community Lawyering in a Neoliberal Age, 95 CALIF. L. REV. 2073, 2125.
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169 Id. at 2128.

170 Id. at 2125.
tool for changing the tenor of social conflict, largely by using it on the interpersonal level; however, the structural conditions that exacerbate conflict will continue to breed more conflicts unless they are confronted.

To integrate mindful law practice at the individual, interpersonal, and structural levels, Harris et al. provided a three-level template. On the individual level, the meditating lawyer benefits from decreases in stress, anxiety, and burn-out, as previously summarized. At the interpersonal level, Harris et al. have used compassionate tactics when opponents appear to be mean-spirited or corrupt. Harris et al. referenced Gandhi while making this point, stating “Gandhi said that we must "be the change you wish to see in the world."” At the structural level, Harris et al. emphasized the connection between mindfulness and social change. They explained how justice cannot be achieved simply by overthrowing officials and replacing their oppressive behavior with equally discriminatory practices. In their own words:

In my view, changing the identities of the people who hold power does not mean that community justice is automatically achieved. I do not want to support unprincipled tyrants no matter what their class, race, or politics.

Here, Harris et al. expressed concern over simply replacing people in power with people of different races, ethnicities, or genders, since community justice means little if those who attain power continue the corrupt habits of their predecessors. Gandhi expressed the same sentiment in his own rebuke to Indian freedom fighters who chose violence and corrupt tactics, saying that they “want English rule without the Englishman. You want the tiger’s nature, but not the tiger... This is not the Swaraj [self-rule] that I want.” In other words, simply replacing rulers with individuals of different racial or ethnic identities does not alter structural injustices; if it alters anything, it merely may change which populations are oppressed within that structure.

Therefore, transformative justice must accomplish more than the mere regime changes of past revolutions. Instead, it must nurture a new form of power based on cooperation rather than competition, and mindful lawyering could play a role in this social change. As Harris et al. explain, “mindful lawyering is a practice that connects the traditional Buddhist goal of individual inner enlightenment with the political program of facilitating the development and exercise of cooperative power.” Similarly, the Sarvodaya
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171 The three levels I present in this Article broadly focus on systemic change in the rule of law and legal systems in American society but parallels Harris et al.’s more specific template for law practice. In the context of law practice, Harris et al. call their 3 levels the “Lawyer-Self” & “Lawyer-Client,” “Lawyer-Community,” and “Lawyer-Movement.” See Harris et al., supra note 167, at 2126-8, 2128-9, & 2129-31.
172 Id.
173 Id.
175 Harris et al., supra note 173, at 2130. Harris et al. further add “Yet in other seemingly hopeless eras, extraordinary events have occurred. Examining the work of leaders such as
movement in Sri Lanka is rooted in the Buddhist tradition and uses an engaged mindfulness approach to social change. Not coincidentally, the name of the movement – Sarvodaya – was Gandhi’s preferred term for “the welfare of all.” Gandhi’s preoccupation with “the welfare of all” both in and outside of his law practice makes a deeper engagement with his life a useful exercise for the mindful lawyer. Like many social justice lawyers today, Gandhi’s personal decision to live among those whom he sought to help presents an opportunity to connect the three levels of change.

Before becoming a leader of the Freedom Movement in India, Gandhi practiced law in South Africa for decades and developed his view of the proper role of law and lawyering. In the face of extreme discrimination, Gandhi developed a mindful conception of law as an outgrowth of love. This has led some scholars to conclude “that the traditional assumption that political power is inevitably based on force is wrong.” Scholar Jonathan Schell observed that “for Gandhi, there were two kinds of power: power obtained by the fear of punishment, and power obtained by acts of love, which he called Satyagraha.” Schell referred to power from fear as “coercive power” and power from love as “cooperative power.” Schell endorsed the view that cooperative power can become the globally dominant form of power.

Similarly, Gandhi saw a role for law and lawyers in this global transition to cooperative power, and this view informed his negotiations with British officials. Professor Rhonda Magee described Gandhi’s view of the power of love as it applied to his legal philosophy, and stated:

Gandhi’s study of the law and his concern for justice were never bound to conventional legal codes, which in fact permitted the abuse of — colored people. Instead, he found his way through experience and reflection to a moral insight that transcended the legal conventions of the country in which he was travelling. . . . Gandhi lived his whole life guided by the moral insights directly accessible to him and only secondarily by the statutes of nation states. The light of conscience reaches beyond social convention to a realm of spiritual realities ruled over by love.

Gandhi and Martin Luther King, and events such as the fall of apartheid South Africa and the toppling of the Berlin Wall...” Id. at 2125.

178 DiSalvo, supra note 14.
179 Harris et al., supra note 168, at 2129-30. (Quoting Jonathon Schell).
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182 Id. at 2130.
In Gandhi’s conception, creating a world “ruled over by love” would require a synthesis of the individual, interpersonal, and structural levels. Attorney Douglas Codiga described this synthesis with a story in which a friend asked Gandhi “if his aim in settling in a poor rural village in India to serve the villagers as best he could was purely humanitarian.”

Gandhi replied, “I am here to serve no one else but myself, to find my own self-realization through the service of these village folk.” Both the friend’s question and Gandhi’s reply address the intention of our actions, and Codiga explained the importance of Gandhi’s reply for lawyers:

The questioner voices the conventional suspicion of humanitarian generosity, and implies that Gandhi is really serving his own needs by behaving altruistically. Gandhi replies from an unconventional point of view. As Aitken notes, “[f]or the questioner, humanitarianism seems unrealistic, and in effect, Gandhi acknowledges this, agreeing in order to make a deeper point.” Gandhi’s deeper point is that the villagers clearly are serving him, and that he is finding his own self-realization through his work with the villagers... Gandhi’s response is instructive for lawyers who are interested in taking up mindfulness meditation but who may misapprehend it as simply a tool for stress reduction or improved listening and negotiation skills. While mindfulness meditation may provide these and possibly other pragmatic benefits, it also offers something more: the chance to cultivate self-realization through serving clients and practicing the law. The deeper appeal of mindfulness meditation to lawyers is its potential to connect the day-to-day work of lawyering with insights that provide lasting meaning into perennial questions about human existence. Like Gandhi serving the villagers, these insights come not from metaphysical speculation but through mindful legal work grounded in regular meditation practice. For mindfulness meditation to be more widely embraced throughout the profession, this dual potential--pragmatic benefits plus deeper insights--must be clearly understood and appreciated.

Scholars such as Codiga already have recognized the multi-level potential for mindfulness to positively influence American society. However, in American legal scholarship, Gandhi often appears in one of two ways: either as an exemplar for the individual and interpersonal benefits of mindful lawyering or as an example of a nonviolent civil disobedient. As a result, the
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186 Id. Codiga quotes John Leubsdorf, Gandhi’s Legal Ethics, 51 Rutgers L. Rev. 923, 925 (1999) (“noting Gandhi’s “devotion to alternative dispute resolution” and quoting Gandhi who wrote that “a large part of my time during the twenty years of my practice as a lawyer was occupied in bringing about private compromises of hundreds of cases. I lost nothing thereby--not even money, certainly not my soul.”). Gandhi later urged the implementation of Arbitration Boards, which were to dispense “pure, simple, home-made justice,” as part of a political boycott of the British-imposed Indian court system. See id. Leubsdorf, at 930.”). See Codiga, supra note 111, at *111, fn 9.
connections between his personal, interpersonal, and structural views have been given less attention, and therefore, the manner in which his personal and interpersonal practices influenced his structural resistance largely is unexplored in law scholarship. Unfortunately, in the Mindfulness in Law discourse, much of Gandhi’s thought on nonviolent resistance has been ignored, but its relevance to mindful law potentially is profound. In Part III, I further discuss Gandhi in light of the three levels of analysis: 1-his personal meditative practice and philosophy of law, 2-his approach to lawyering and legal interactions, and 3-structural change in legal institutions. By discussing these three levels, I present Gandhi as one of the twentieth century’s mindful lawyers, and the architect of a comprehensive view of mindful law for the current Mindfulness in Law movement.

III. MOHANDAS GANDHI: SYNTHESIS OF PERSONAL PEACE, RESTORATIVE LAWYERING, & SYSTEMIC CHANGE

A. PERSONAL PEACE: GANDHI’S LAW OF LOVE

To understand why Gandhi viewed law as an expression of love, it is important to first understand the basis of his social ontology. To Gandhi, society was not comprised of atomistic selves who first and foremost pursued self-interest. Instead, Gandhi largely accepted the ontology present in many of the world’s meditative traditions, most notably within many branches of Indian philosophy.\textsuperscript{187} Gandhi meditated regularly, and one of the most notable texts that influenced Gandhi’s meditations was the Upanishads, in which the self of the individual is indistinguishable from the self of any other being.\textsuperscript{188} In other words, the atomistic self is an aberration, a being that exists only within the collective subjective experience of those who live in an atomistic society. Therefore, to Gandhi, the western notion of the individual dislodged the self from its fundamental connectedness to the universe, and this dislocation of the self was at the heart of the colonizers’ apparent disregard for its subjects and the environment.\textsuperscript{189} To Gandhi, the indignity suffered by colonial subjects and the degradation of the environment during colonial rule meant that the dominant political and economic order lacked recognition of the deep interdependence that sustained collective life.\textsuperscript{190} Beyond the atomistic self and within the truest essence of the human being was recognition of a universal unity, which he blissfully experienced as love.\textsuperscript{191}


\textsuperscript{189} See Parel & Vella, \textit{supra} note 187; \textit{see also}, Parel ed., \textit{supra} note 174.

\textsuperscript{190} See Parel & Vella, \textit{supra} note 188; \textit{see also} Parel, ed., \textit{supra} note 174.

\textsuperscript{191} Parel & Vella, \textit{supra} note 187.
Gandhi often spoke of Truth and Love together or interchangeably.\textsuperscript{192} As a result, in his thought, justice began with compassion,\textsuperscript{193} because the fundamental composition of every human being was identical (\textit{aham brahma-masm}).\textsuperscript{194} For Gandhi, the ‘Law of Love’ was a recognition of the oneness of humanity, and by extension, \textit{ahimsa} (nonviolence) was the only rational way to treat oneself; in other words, when one views the other as himself, the law of nonviolence becomes a way of life.\textsuperscript{195} As a result, “even the hoodlums are part of us and, therefore, they must be handled gently and sympathetically.”\textsuperscript{196} This approach not only is necessary with those who commit crime, but also with those who oppose us: “non-violence teaches us to love our so-called enemies.”\textsuperscript{197} Therefore, within Gandhi’s thought, whether one examines an issue in criminal or civil law, adversaries must be understood first and foremost with love.

\textsuperscript{192} “For me truth and love are interchangeable terms. You may not know that the Gujarati for passive resistance is truth-force. I have variously defined it as truth-force, love-force or soul-force. But truly there is nothing in words. What one has to do is to live a life of love in the midst of the hate we see everywhere.” CWMG, Vol. 15: 21 May, 1915 - 31 August, 1917, at 436; “My faith in Truth and Love is as vivid as in the fact that I am writing this to you. To me they are convertible terms. Truth and Love conquer all.” CWMG, Vol. 15: 21 May, 1915 - 31 August, 1917, at 442; “Never, never give up truth and love. Treat all enemies and friends with love.” CWMG, Vol.16, at 378. For more illustrations of Gandhi’s connection of Truth and justice to love and nonviolence, see the following: “[India] chose then with the greatest deliberation the way of truth and peace and symbolized it in her acceptance of the charkha and non-co-operation with all that was evil.” CWMG, Vol. 33 at 238; “The way of peace is the way of truth. Truthfulness is even more important than peacefulness. Indeed, lying is the mother of violence. A truthful man cannot long remain violent.” CWMG, Vol. 35, at 245-6; “India’s swaraj can be won through the students if they are truthful in their conduct. There is no need to prove that swaraj is to be achieved only through the way of truth and non-violence,” CWMG, Vol. 42: 2 May, 1928 - 9 Sept., 1928, at 103; “Truth and non-violence represents a universal principle.” CWMG, Vol. 46: 12 May, 1929 - 31 August, 1929, at 455; “the way of truth and non-violence tells us that we should …do only what is just.” CWMG, Vol. 58: 16 Nov., 1932 - 14 Jan., 1933, at 63; “Dharma here does not signify mere observance of externals. It signifies the way of truth and non-violence. The scriptures have given us two immortal maxims. One of these is: “Ahimsa is the supreme Law of dharma.” The other is: “There is no other Law or dharma than truth.” These two maxims provide us the key to all lawful artha and kama.” CWMG, Vol. 79: 16 July, 1940 - 27 Dec., 1940, at 5; “use your journalistic gifts so as to serve the country by the way of truth and non-violence.” CWMG, Vol. 84 at 178; “Let us not commit another wrong to undo the first. That cannot be the way of truth or of non-violence.” CWMG, Vol. 85: 2 Oct., 1944 - 3 Mar., 1945, at 166.  

\textsuperscript{193} A	extsc{jit} A	extsc{tri}, GANDHI’S VIEW OF LEGAL Justice 177 (2007) (“Pure compassion, a sarvodaya worker says, is pure justice.”). Also, “I want you to destroy this evil of untouchability by arousing in you compassion and love, or, if you would have it so, a sense of brotherhood.” CWMG, Vol. 30: 27 Dec., 1924 - 21 Mar. 1925, at 239-240. 
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The Law of Love was associated with both Gandhi and Tolstoy, who spent a year writing letters to each other before Tolstoy’s death. To both Gandhi and Tolstoy, the Law of Love represented the ideal to which all social institutions must strive, and its basis is in a social ontology that views people through an interdependent individualism that preserves each person’s dignity as part and parcel of the whole world. In law, this notion of loving the other as a form of loving oneself already is present in the work of some mindfulness scholars. For example, Professor John A. Powell described the notion of ‘the other’ as originating in the fallacy that there is an atomistic ‘self.’ Powell described Gandhi as an embodiment of the heart of mindfulness and discussed Gandhi’s emphasis on the connection between collective and individual good. For Gandhi, this connection started with an awareness of the self as a part of others. As Kaufman stated, “When we put our ordinary activities through the crucible of self-awareness, we embark on a spiritual path.” Within his own spiritual path, Gandhi preferred the power of love as the force through which law should be exercised.

The foundation of love in Gandhi’s thinking can be seen in his Theory of Trusteeship, in which he viewed all wealth as held in trust for the well-being of all. In his own words,

> You may say that trusteeship is a legal fiction. But if people meditate over it constantly and try to act up to it, then life on earth would be governed far more by love than it is at present. Absolute trusteeship is an abstraction like Euclid’s definition of a point, and is equally unattainable.

For Gandhi, love was an ideal for which to strive, even if love was not lived to perfection. Nonviolence (ahimsa) was the central practice for developing a loving mindset and the supreme law to be applied to all aspects of life. As Gandhi stated, “When non-violence is accepted as the law of life, it must pervade the whole being and not [be] applied to isolated acts.” Violence, even when justifiable, was against the law of the universe:

> The only thing lawful is non-violence. Violence can never be lawful in the sense meant here, i.e., not according to man-made law but according to
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202 Mahatma Gandhi, Interview with Nirmal Kumar Bose, in 65 CWMG, supra note 1, at 316, 318 (cited by Shyamkrishna Balganesh, Gandhi and Copyright Pragmatism, 101 CALIF. L. REV. 1705 (2013)).

the law made by Nature for man.” 205 “... Non-violence is the law of the human race and is infinitely greater than and superior to brute force. 206

Here, Gandhi explained the law of love in the sense of natural law, and therefore, in Gandhi’s view, the discoverers of nonviolent insights found the universe’s underlying truths as a scientist makes discoveries:

Non-violence is the law of our species as violence is the law of the brute. The spirit lies dormant in the brute and he knows no law but that of physical might. The dignity of man requires obedience to a higher law - to the strength of the spirit... The rishis who discovered the law of non-violence in the midst of violence were greater geniuses than Newton. 207

To make the world consistent with this underlying law of the universe that gives peace to the human heart, Gandhi found it necessary to answer anger with love and violence with non-violence. Gandhi described the power to respond to anger with love through his method of Satyagraha (nonviolent resistance):

that is the law of love. That is Satyagraha. Violence is concession to human weakness, Satyagraha is an obligation. Even from the practical standpoint it is easy enough to see that violence can do no good and only do infinite harm. 208

In his description of satyagraha, Gandhi highlighted the oneness of Truth and Love:

Truth (satya) implies love, and firmness (agraha) engenders and therefore serves as a synonym for force. I thus began to call the Indian movement ‘satyagraha’, that is to say, the Force which is born of Truth and Love or non-violence. 209

According to Gandhi, “For a nonviolent person, the whole world is one family.” 210 As a result, “This doctrine of Satyagraha is not new; it is merely an extension of the rule of domestic life to the political. Family disputes and differences are generally settled according to the law of Love... It is the Law of Love which, silently but surely, governs the family for the most part throughout the civilized world.” 211 In Gandhi’s thought, part of the function
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209 CWMG, Vol. 34: 11 Feb., 1926 - 1 Apr., 1926, at 93.
210 MOHANDAS K. GANDHI, QUINTESSENCE OF GANDHI IN HIS OWN WORDS 48 (Shaktri Baktra compiler, 1984).
211 V.R. KRISHNA IYER, JURISPRUDENCE AND JURISCONSCIENCE A LA GANDHI 6-7 (1976). As Iyer explained, Gandhi also discussed the need to juxtapose truth and suffering when they sit on different sides of a situation. If one must follow Truth, then one must accept that there will be suffering (both voluntary & involuntary) among the adherents. Iyer’s comments also lead to the question of why lawyers are so reluctant to talk about love as a potential socio-legal force, and how secular law can embrace love as meaningfully relevant to conflict resolution. Inclusion of love could have profound consequences on legal discourse, but in
of law is to enhance love within and between people, as one might imagine the function of a family:

Nations cannot be one in reality, nor can their activities be conducive to the common good of the whole humanity, unless there is this definition and acceptance to the law of the family in national and international affairs, in other words, on the political platform. Nations can be called civilized, only to the extent that they obey this law.\textsuperscript{212}

Former Justice of the Supreme Court of India, Krishna Iyer, explained Gandhi as having “injected a revolutionary spirituality into mindless legality.”\textsuperscript{213} To Gandhi, because of law’s foundation in love, lawyers were important administrators of love in the political sphere and in conflict resolution. In the next section, I describe Gandhi’s view of law practice as an early form of restorative lawyering in which he applied loving-kindness to interpersonal conflict.

B. Gandhi’s Restorative Lawyering: Interpersonal Resolution through Loving-Kindness

Despite lawyers’ potential to advance the Law of Love, Gandhi found much wanting in the legal profession. “[T]he profession teaches immorality,” Gandhi explained, “it is exposed to temptation from which few are saved.”\textsuperscript{214} In Gandhi’s view, the legal profession “is one of the avenues of becoming wealthy and their [lawyers’] interest exists in multiplying disputes.”\textsuperscript{215} As a result, lawyers “are glad when men have dispute”\textsuperscript{216} rather than dismayed, because through multiplying disputes, lawyers are able to collect “more fees than common labourers”.\textsuperscript{217} In Gandhi’s view, people are more liberated when they avoid lawyers and courts: “If people were to settle their own quarrels, a third party would not be able to exercise any authority over them.”\textsuperscript{218}

Gandhi criticized his own profession because of its inability to use law to further justice. As an alternative, he offered his description of Ramarajya, or his ideal legal state. Ramarajya is a reference to the popular legend of

\begin{footnotes}
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\item[218] CWMG, Vol. 10: 5 August, 1909 - 9 Apr., 1910, at 276. Also quoted in Atri, supra note 194, at 236.
\end{footnotes}
Rama, which illustrates the qualities of an ideal leader. Gandhi connected the legal profession to the fulfilment of Ramarajya, and argued that lawyers played a substantial role in creating justice in the ideal state:

Have the lawyers realized that justice should not be costly? ...Lawyers have not yet overcome the allurement of fat fees and, in consequence, the cost of justice continues to be counted in terms of gold and guineas... How, then, shall we establish Ramarajya? In Ramarajya, justice cannot be sold.219

To make law more about justice and less about wealth – and to control the skyrocketing costs of litigation in modern law practice - Gandhi called for a greater equalization of income between white-collar workers and manual laborers. To Gandhi, there was no reason for lawyers to earn more than the common laborer if the point of living was to serve others. His belief partly rested on the grounds that, relative to the distribution of wealth in his time, a greater economic equality would be more effective for meeting the welfare of all: “If all labored to their bread and no more, then there would be enough food and enough leisure for all220... All the Bangis [low-level workers], doctors, lawyers, teachers, merchants, and others would get the same wages for an honest day’s work.”221

Gandhi described a pre-British India in which occupations were less stratified, and justice and freedom were more attainable for the rural masses:

This nation had courts, lawyers and doctors, but they were all within bounds. Everybody knew that these professions were not particularly superior; moreover, these vakils [advocates/lawyers] and vaids [healers/doctor] did not rob people; they were considered people’s dependents, not their masters. Justice was tolerably fair. The ordinary rule was to avoid courts.222
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Although Gandhi rebuked the legal profession for its obsession with wealth and foment of conflict, Gandhi recognized the need for the law and lawyers, and he believed “it was not impossible to practise law without compromising truth.”\(^{223}\) As he explained,

The first thing which you must always bear in mind, if you would spiritualize the practice of law, is not to make your profession subservient to the interests of your purse, as is unfortunately but too often the case at present, but to use your profession for the services of your country...\(^{224}\)

...A true lawyer is one who places truth and services in the first place and the emoluments of the profession in the next place only.\(^{225}\)

Gandhi stressed the social functions of service, but his view also furthered individual development. The Sanskrit maxim *tat tvam asi* (thou art that) implies that the individual’s essence is the essence of other individuals. Consequently, to Gandhi, an enlightened society would privilege that course of action that was good for both the individual and the whole:

I believe in the essential unity of man and for that matter all that lives. Therefore I believe that if one man gains spiritually the whole world gains with him and, if one man fails, the whole world fails to that extent.\(^{226}\)

Therefore, healing others and furthering one’s own self-realization were the same practice. In the context of law practice, implementing the maxim of *tat tvam asi* into legal disputes led to both the healing of harmed parties and the lawyer’s self-realization.

To heal harmed parties, Gandhi wanted lawyers to prevent and undue the harm caused in strained relationships, and to mend the fences between parties whose relationships may otherwise be destroyed. As a young attorney in South Africa, Gandhi handled a case that left a permanent impression on him in this regard. Gandhi recognized that his client, Dada Abdullah, a prominent businessman, had a strong case against defendant Tyeb Sheth. However, Gandhi stated, “I also saw that the litigation, if it were persisted in, would ruin the plaintiff and the defendant, who were relatives and both belonged to the same city [community]”.\(^{227}\) Gandhi also concluded that legal fees would escalate if the case was tried in court, and he contacted the defendant to consider arbitration to reduce cost. Gandhi recalled, “I felt that my duty was to befriend both parties and bring them together. I strained every nerve to bring about a compromise.”\(^{228}\) Gandhi’s client won in arbitration, “But that did not satisfy me. If my client were to seek immediate


\(^{226}\) Thomas Weber, *Gandhi’s Moral Economics: The Sins of Wealth Without Work and Commerce Without Morality*, in *THE CAMBRIDGE COMPANION TO GANDHI* 150 (Judith M. Brown & Anthony Pare eds, 2011). For Gandhi, it was not possible for an individual to gain spiritually while those around him suffered. *Id.*
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execution of the award, it would be impossible for Tyeb Sheth to meet the whole of the awarded amount. As a result, Gandhi asked his client, Mr. Abdullah, to allow Mr. Sheth to pay installments to avoid bankruptcy, and although it was even more difficult to achieve this agreement than it was to secure the agreement to arbitrate, “both were happy over the result, and both rose in the public estimation.”

Gandhi managed the conflict by considering the needs of both parties and healing the relationship, and he achieved great results. In his Autobiography, Gandhi explained this event as the moment when he found the true purpose of law:

My joy was boundless. I had learnt the true practice of law. I had learnt to find out the better side of human nature and to enter men’s hearts. I realized that the true function of a lawyer was to unite parties riven asunder. The lesson was so indelibly burnt into me that a large part of my time during the twenty years of my practice as a lawyer was occupied in bringing about private compromises of hundreds of cases. I lost nothing thereby—not even money, certainly not my soul.

Along similar lines, Howard J. Zehr, a founder of restorative justice, called on criminal lawyers to recognize the needs of the offender, which includes aspects of the healing process such as accepting responsibility, self-forgiveness, and closure. Contemporary restorative lawyering has been effective at illustrating the power of a healing approach and also has shown its promise for managing interpersonal conflict. For example, by applying mindfulness and loving-kindness meditation to interpersonal forgiveness, restorative lawyering has been used effectively between perpetrators and victims in criminal justice cases and also between divorcing spouses in family law cases.

Restorative lawyering leaders are well aware of this great potential for mindfulness at the interpersonal level. For example, Sujatha Baliga, a leading figure in the Restorative Lawyering movement, often has explained real examples through which lawyers have helped to heal harmed parties and relationships. However, Baliga also sees a disconnect between contemporary
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western mindfulness and the original context in which mindfulness was culturally constructed, and this disconnect can limit the meaning and effectiveness of mindfulness for transforming society.

The same disconnect can be seen in western models of yoga, in which yoga often is viewed as an exercise for purely health benefits rather than for its purpose as a tool for finding union with the world. Much of western yoga is focused on Asanas (poses/postures), only one ‘limb’ of the eight limbs of yoga (Ashtangas). In contrast, for centuries and perhaps millennia outside the west, these eight limbs have been honed collectively to bring the practitioner to enlightenment. The eight limbs of yoga include Yamas (ethical precepts), Niyamas (individual observances), Asanas (poses/postures), Pranayama (mindful breathing), Pratyahara (withdrawal of the senses), Dharana (concentration), Dhyana (meditative absorption), and Samadhi (unitive consciousness).

It must be noted that the yamas and niyamas are self-disciplines that require restraint; the Yamas include asteya (non-stealing), aparigraha (non-possessiveness), brahmacharya (continence), ahimsa (nonviolence), and satya (truth); the Niyamas are saucha (cleanliness), santosh (contentment), tapas (austerity), swadhyaya (self-study), and Ishvar-Pranidhana (offering oneself to contemplation of ultimate reality). The yamas and niyamas prepare the mind for the latter stages of yoga and lay the groundwork for a more blissful and harmonious way of living.

However, in a society dominated by the economic imperative to grow wealth, and in which the culturally dominant image of success is monetary, it is all too convenient to disassociate the Asanas from the eight limbs of Yoga, just as mindfulness has been dissociated from the Eightfold Path. In American society -- where the person who has renounced possessions is not the symbol of success -- mindfulness could become a cultural object that
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merely serves as a tool to acquire more worldly success. This use of mindfulness runs the risk of merely making lawyers better “hamsters in the wheel,” where the profit imperative dominating the modern large law firm and its clients remains totally unquestioned, and the ideal of the highly paid Big Law lawyer remains the high-prestige marker of “success” in law. In modern economies that have yoga and meditation but lack the yamas, niyamas, and the Eightfold Path’s Right Livelihood, mindfulness could become a method to make lawyers less burned-out in order to process more cases without questioning their long work hours. Rather than challenging the imperatives of dominant organizations, mindfulness could become another subjugated tool to feed insatiable hunger for power and wealth.

Like Baliga, scholars and community lawyers such as Angela Harris, Margareta Lin, and Jeff Selbin recognize the daunting challenges that face the Mindfulness in Law movement if it is to be effective beyond the individual level. For instance, Lin explained the challenge in applying mindfulness to one’s choice of tactics as a social justice activist:

We work in environments where we carry the suffering of other people on our shoulders, and we are up against systems and people who appear corrupt, unprincipled, and disdainful of our clients. We feel, at times, that we are in pitched battles in a war for power. We see developers and city officials as our enemies who we need to vanquish. We make strategic choices in order to win the battle and justify those choices because we are trained that way, because they are effective, and because we have a duty to protect our clients from further suffering. As a result, our tactics too easily can become adversarial or spiritually and emotionally violent.

There is danger in becoming spiritually or emotionally violent, yet as Lin explains, resistance to systems may be necessary to address oppression

242 As mindfulness advertisements and promotions illustrate, mindfulness can be marketed as a tool to make you work more effectively, and therefore, make you more “successful” in a worldly sense or in the minds of other similarly-socialized persons. See Yale Law School Admissions website, supra note 111, at http://www.law.yale.edu/admissions/18137.htm, last viewed April 12, 2015; see also http://www.mindfulnessumich.com/ and http://koruminfulness.org/, supra note 160, last viewed April 12, 2015.
244 Perhaps lawyers also would not question the accumulation of needless wealth and possessions. These concerns are similar to the concern of mindfulness helping combat soldiers avoid PTSD without questioning the imperative to kill. See powell, supra note 150, at 43:00-47:00.
245 Some studies suggest that the pure profit model of success could be toxic to the happiness of lawyers. See Dianne Molvig, What Makes Lawyers Happy, WISCONSIN LAWYER, July/August 2014, at 24-31; Schiltz, supra note 243.
247 Harris, supra note 149, at 2123.
and exploitation. Gandhi reconciled this tension by nonviolently resisting in thought, word, and deed, even if the other party refused to acknowledge his dignity. As a result, Gandhi was an example of a nonviolent lawyer unwilling to acquiesce to dysfunctional systems or sacrifice love at the altar of violence. In his own words: “Never, never give up truth and love. Treat all enemies and friends with love.” For Gandhi, the Law of Love became a modus operandi – even in the midst of violent opponents – once he dissolved the separate self into a higher consciousness (samadhi).

Similarly, Powell reiterated how self-realization connects mindfulness to social justice. Powell described how the Buddha left home to pursue enlightenment (nirvana) because he saw others suffer, not because he himself suffered. In Powell’s conception, the Buddha’s “other-regarding” motivation to cease suffering illustrates the way that a mindful person realizes the interdependent well-being of the world. Buddha’s “mindfulness-in-action” calls upon lawyers to promote social justice through structural change, because suffering is endemic within oppressive, unjust, or exploitative systems.

Interestingly, a century ago, Gandhi began to implement this sensibility into his life as a lawyer. Like current Mindfulness in Law practitioners, Gandhi practiced meditation to cultivate peace within himself and compassion during interpersonal negotiations. Similarly, the Mindfulness in Law movement certainly has advanced the notion that violent thoughts, speech, or acts have no place in genuine conflict resolution. In this respect, the Mindfulness in Law movement has made great strides in recent years and in some places may even start to become more mainstream. However, this mainstreaming may be due in part to the removal of mindfulness from its original cultural context and its subsequent dissociation from its ethical and ontological basis. This can be disturbing to people who wish to keep mindfulness connected to restorative lawyering, and also for people who are sensitive to “Eastern” thought’s marginalization in the modern western world.

More significantly, for all of the accomplishments of the mindfulness and restorative lawyering movements at the individual and interpersonal lev-
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eels, the need for systemic critique remains. The Mindfulness in Law movement contains little if any discussion of applying mindful thought to systems, and Gandhi’s discussion of lovingly confronting systemic issues has not been discussed extensively in the current mindfulness movement. To face the structural impediments to creating a mindful legal system, the mindfulness movement would have to engage Gandhi’s discussion of love as a way to handle structural injustice. To ameliorate law’s current limits and embrace Gandhi’s message to follow one’s conscience, doesn’t a mindful law scholar have to acknowledge the reasons why oppressed populations practice loving non-cooperation?

C. GANDHI’S SYSTEMIC CRITIQUE: NONVIOLENT RESISTANCE.

Perhaps Gandhi’s most recognizable contribution to modern conflict resolution is his Theory of Satyagraha, or nonviolent resistance. Because commentators often interpreted ‘passive resistance’ as implying weakness, Gandhi sought an alternative term to describe his non-cooperation campaigns. Gandhi sought input from others to invent a new term, and his nephew suggested ‘sadagraha,’ meaning ‘to unwaveringly cling to a good cause.’ Gandhi edited the term to create ‘satyagraha,’ or ‘to firmly cling to Truth.’

For Gandhi, law was not the ultimate rule for deciding one’s proper conduct. Rather, it was the human conscience that was best suited to determine proper action. When law conflicted with one’s conscience, a person held a duty to follow the higher law of the conscience. In his own words, “there is a higher court than courts of justice, and that is the court of conscience. It supersedes all other courts.” Because of his commitment to the conscience, Gandhi saw law as subservient to a ‘greater court’ that resided inside the human heart and emanated from its fundamental goodness. As a
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result, Gandhi felt compelled to resist laws when his conscience demanded, and he did so even while he was still practicing law.\footnote{DiSalvo, supra note 14, at xii.}

Gandhi is an example of a lawyer willing to work beyond law’s conventional limitations. As a lawyer himself (and in some ways, despite being one), Gandhi concluded that lawyers who recognize the need for structural change need a different relationship with law, as an activist instead of a pure practitioner. Even as he practiced law, he was willing to step out of the traditional role of the lawyer when the courts were resistant to change and when the conscience demanded him to do so. Through his willingness to step outside of the confines of typical law practice,\footnote{Harris et al., supra note 167, at 2094. See generally Patel & Vella, supra note 187, at 1116; Haksar, supra note 253 at vii-xxix; Parel, supra note 253; Power, supra note 253; Thomas Weber, On the Salt March: The Historiography of Gandhi’s March to Dandi, (1997).} Gandhi inspired scores of other elite lawyers in India, such as future Prime Minister Jawaharlal Nehru, to practice satyagraha as both a supplement to and substitute for legal practice. With this courage, he helped to begin a movement that travelled worldwide, rooted in the idea that the power of love could restore the dignity of the oppressed and the oppressor. In the Indian Independence Movement, U.S. Civil Rights Movement, Velvet Revolution, Farm Workers Movement, and other nonviolent social justice movements, major legal changes may not have been accomplished if those movements relied solely on lawyers who were working within the standard limits of law practice and were disaggregated from their ethical selves.\footnote{Harris et al. also recognized the tension between social justice and law, stating, “Lawyering for social justice can seem like an oxymoron. In this view, law is designed to maintain the power and privilege of economic and social elites, and civil and human rights have only been obtained through the efforts of mass movements and challenges to law and legal rhetoric. In this perspective, lawyers are inherently limited in their ability to advance genuine social justice, serving only to undercut the activism and organizing that is needed for change.”}

One of the major obstacles in legal reform is this separation of the lawyer from herself.\footnote{For an extended discussion of legal rationality and modern bureaucracy, see generally, Max Weber, General Economic History (Glencoe, IL: The Free Press 1950); Max Weber, From Max Weber: Essays in Sociology (1958). H.H. Gerth & C. W. Mills eds., 1958); Max Weber, Basic Concepts in Sociology. (New York: The Citadel Press; 1962); Max Weber, Max Weber: On Charisma and Institution Building. (S.N. Eisenstadt ed., 1968).} Much of modern legal education and law practice socializes a lawyer to leave her ethical sensibilities at home, put on a ‘lawyer hat’ at work, and then accept any result that arises in courts and legislatures, regardless of how much her conscience tells her to resist the outcome. The inability to aggregate the parts of oneself into a whole person and dignify the voice of one’s conscience is in part the source of the limitations of lawyers, law practice, legal systems, and legal thought. Legal institutions often are a source of resistance to social justice in part because lawyers face pressure to separate their conscience from their labor.\footnote{Harris et al. also recognized the tension between social justice and law, stating, “Lawyering for social justice can seem like an oxymoron. In this view, law is designed to maintain the power and privilege of economic and social elites, and civil and human rights have only been obtained through the efforts of mass movements and challenges to law and legal rhetoric. In this perspective, lawyers are inherently limited in their ability to advance genuine social justice, serving only to undercut the activism and organizing that is needed for change.”}
Gandhi broke through this separation by integrating his conscience into his law practice. With a willingness to sacrifice their own privilege, he and scores of other Indian lawyers showed that lawyers can contribute to systemic change. To these lawyers, mindful lawyering implicitly applied not only to direct interactions with opponents but also to face injustices embedded in the legal system. To confront structural injustice, Gandhi chose methods of systemic resistance that honored the dignity of individuals within those systems. In his own words:

salvation lay not through violence but through non-violence. Non-violence in its dynamic condition means conscious suffering. It does not mean meek submission to the will of the evildoer, but it means the putting of one’s soul against the will of the tyrant. ...My whole soul has risen against the existing system of Government, because I believe that there is no real freedom for India under the British connection if Englishmen cannot give up the fetish of their predestined superiority... in spite of all the good intentions of individual English administrators.

For Gandhi, it was imperative to keep love as the foundation of his philosophy of law, law practice, and his search for systemic change in the legal system. Gandhi’s disciple, Vinoba Bhave, summarized the three-fold change in a style characteristic of Gandhi: “Firstly, I want to change people’s hearts. Secondly, I want to create a change in their lives. Thirdly, I want to change the social structure.” In terms of the application of mindfulness to law, this three-fold approach would entail a change in the philosophy of law (‘change in people’s hearts’), manner of law practice (‘a change in their lives’), and system-wide change in the function and purpose of the legal system (‘change in the social structure’).

The Mindfulness in Law movement has made strides in impacting the hearts and potentially the lives of many lawyers. However, the change in social structure of which Bhave spoke requires mindfulness to, as Baliga implied, remain culturally connected to other parts of the Eightfold Path that keep the function of mindfulness on transcending the self. Scholar Joanna Macy once provided an example of the broader significance of mindfulness when she quoted a teacher’s explanation of the concept: “Right Mindfulness – that means stay open and alert to the needs of the village.... Look to see

for fundamental and lasting change to occur.” Harris et al, supra note 168, at 2132. For a deeper discussion of alienation and labor, see generally KARL MARX, THE EIGHTEENTH BRUMAIRE OF LOUIS BONAPARTE (New York: International Publishers; 1926); KARL MARX, & FREDERICK ENGELS, THE COMMUNIST MANIFESTO (Moscow: Progress Publishers, 1969 [1848]).

what is needed – latrines, water, road… .”\textsuperscript{268} In contrast, the popular American construction of mindfulness is limited because it often is applied narrowly to the individual’s ability to observe the present moment for the sake of his own health and achievement. Part of the problem with such an atomistic conception is its class implications; in the words of Harris et al., “[m]indfulness practice can seem like a ridiculous luxury in the face of the suffering that community lawyers witness daily.”\textsuperscript{269} For the privileged in the United States, mindfulness is disemboweled from its origins in Enlightenment philosophy, and as a result, many American practitioners remain oblivious to and disconnected from structural contributions to suffering. On its current course, mindfulness might become a health fad for an atomistic privileged class and a tool to justify the lack of resources for legal aid (i.e., “the clinics don’t need funding; the clients just need to meditate to improve their condition”).\textsuperscript{270} In other words, mindfulness could be subsumed into preexisting justifications for the status quo.

Without a consciousness of structural conditions, the mindfulness movement would underestimate the daunting institutional resistance that it faces in American society. For its brief time in American legal discourse, the Mindfulness in Law movement has been silent about how to reform overwhelmingly corrupt, dysfunctional, and violent social structures. However, the needed reforms are simple when viewed via the lives of people who have practiced satyagraha. In fact, the power of love and nonviolence has a living tradition in American society, especially through the lives of thousands of non-cooperation practitioners during the Civil Rights movement. For example, Martin Luther King, Jr.’s view of the application of love is an essential example of American nonviolent resistance.\textsuperscript{271} One of King’s preferred

\textsuperscript{268} Id. at 16 (citing JOANNA MACY, DHARMA AND DEVELOPMENT: RELIGION AS RESOURCE IN THE SARVODAYA SELF-HELP MOVEMENT, 37 (1983).

\textsuperscript{269} Harris et al, supra note 167, at 2128.

\textsuperscript{270} This type of argument could be extended to other social issues such as public school funding (i.e., “the children don’t need more school funding, they just need to meditate to improve their performance”).

terms, “agape,” is from the Greek meaning “brotherhood” and encompassed “the gift of nonviolence, which is indeed a gift of love.” As Professor Rhonda Magee explained, when one contemplates the power of love, “Martin Luther King’s definition of justice comes to mind: —Love correcting everything that stands against love.” Up to this point, the Mindfulness in Law movement has been successful in developing techniques to help individual lawyers and interpersonal conflict. However, the view that somehow meditation automatically will fix systemic problems needs engagement with those such as King and Gandhi who already have applied mindful living to systemic change.

This engagement especially is important because of the ways that the various parts of a lawyers’ life can conflict. Riskin once discussed the multiple “Parts” of the “Self” in which various parts of an individual can be in conflict and prefer contradictory choices. Even for a lawyer with the intention of providing service to the disempowered, there are “Parts” that pull against such open-hearted action, even despite feeling genuine compassion. Structurally, lawyers are connected to the systems that sometimes enable the oppression that lawyers often observe. This connection can function as subtle entanglements that make lawyers acquiesce to the dysfunctional patterns within systems. Especially at elite schools, a legal education is in part a socialization process into a privileged profession that distances its members from the truly disadvantaged. In contrast, after decades of practicing law, Gandhi renounced the material privilege of a legal career and lived among India’s masses - and minimized his own material life to approximately $2 USD of total assets. For lawyers, “the law” is a part of their
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272 Robert K. Vischer, Martin Luther King, Jr., and the Morality of Legal Practice 81-150 (2013).
274 2 The Papers of Martin Luther King Jr. 6 (1992) (cited in Magee, supra note 183, at 53 n.290).
275 Riskin, supra note 98, at 1-67.
276 See generally Harris et al, supra note 168.
277 The ‘Parts’ of ourselves that are entangled in oppressive systems can be instrumental in people’s decisions and behavior. Eknath Easwaran, The Upanishads, 1 (1987) (citing the Brihadaranyaka Upanishad, IV.5). Therefore, to address structural change, mindfulness advocates cannot focus simply on our everyday choices ‘in the moment.’ Mindful living would have to include reflections on our own deep embeddedness in oppressive systems and the ‘Parts’ of ourselves that have ‘deep, driving’ self-interested desires to remain a part of these systems.
279 See generally William Julius Wilson, The Truly Disadvantaged: The Inner City, the Underclass and Public Policy (2012).
280 Louis Fischer, Gandhi: His Life and Message for the World (1954), at back cover (showing a photograph of Gandhi’s possessions at the time of his death). Gandhi famously is known for living with virtually no personal assets. The $2 USD amount I provided is my estimate of the likely value of Gandhi’s assets at the time of his death.
social being, and to seriously discuss structural reform, law scholars would have to be willing to confront the legal profession's attachments to the legal system's status quo. Especially for today's lawyers, years of investment in the system through law school study and hundreds of thousands of dollars of law school debt can create a strong attachment that makes critique difficult. Later in a lawyer's career, attachment can come from a comfortable income, health insurance, and retirement plans that legal employment can offer. After years of hard work, it is understandable if many lawyers are tempted to benefit from the comforts of their profession. However, if mindfulness extends to structural reform, then law scholars would have to ask if reaping all the benefits of a legal career is the mindful response when a lawyer's conscience senses a deep disconnect between law and justice.

In the contemporary Mindfulness in Law scholarship, there is minimal discussion of how the legal profession is connected to systems of privilege and power. These systems resist reforms that would address the suffering of disempowered populations; in contrast, Gandhi was a lawyer who detached from law's privileges (Anasaktyiyoga being his preferred term) and found a way to practice with principles that challenged the norms of his profession. His method of law practice itself would have been a unique contribution to developing the personal and interpersonal dimensions of the legal profession, but Gandhi also sought structural change and ultimately left law practice entirely. Although it may seem paradoxical to some, Gandhi actually gained freedom by renouncing his privilege, and he used his new-found freedom to act purely by his own conscience rather than remaining silent in the face of injustices. Although he made his life choices in a unique colonial context, Gandhi's exit from the legal profession should give mindful law scholars a moment to reflect. Law scholars share a common discourse that focuses on issues such as legal process, legal doctrine, and jurisprudence. Although these preoccupations are important in legal thought, they are not a source of creative insight from the perspective of those who experience structural injustice. To reform the existing legal system, the Mindfulness in Law movement would have to use the empathy developed from meditation to understand the plight of oppressed populations more intimately and to make law practice a more effective method of structural change.

In theory, aggrieved groups have many channels to open dialogue with the legal system, including engagement with executive branch agencies, lobbying the legislature, litigation, and electoral politics. However, for many oppressed populations, none of these methods have been as effective for engaging the legal system as nonviolent resistance. To Gandhi, satyagraha was a method to engage in a dialogue with the legal system, especially when the other methods to speak to the system had failed. The exercise of nonviolent civil disobedience often indicates a failure of the legal system to respond to

pleas for justice, and therefore, Gandhi framed satyagraha as a chance to redeem the legal system. In fact, dialogue always is the final preferred means of conflict resolution in Gandhi’s thought. If direct appeals to the hearts of government officials failed, then Gandhi encouraged the people to repeat their demand for dialogue through satyagraha. In Gandhi’s thought, satyagraha is the antidote to the legal system’s inaction and the engine of dialogue for marginalized groups when their legal system is unresponsive to their welfare.

Former Indian Supreme Court Justice Krishna Iyer once explicitly presented a challenge to the legal community, saying “the presiding idea is that law is to be socially just or suffer civil disobedience.”282 Given the recent protests over police killings in Fullerton, MO, and Staten Island, perhaps it is time for the American legal system to recognize satyagraha as an aggrieved group’s way of reaching out to the state for dialogue. Because Gandhi’s desire for dialogue should be protected in a free society, mindful lawyers could seek systemic reform by contemplating a constitutional right to satyagraha for groups under structural duress. Without such a legal reform, government will continue to favor methods of communication that privileged groups easily can exercise—such as influencing enforcement agencies, lobbying, litigation, or elections—at the exclusion of nonviolent resistance, which is a preferred and sometimes necessary method for the underprivileged. Recognition of satyagraha as a legal method of communicating with government will give incentive for protestors to communicate nonviolently and create a more inclusive society by acknowledging the methods of dialogue that oppressed groups often must exercise.

The Mindfulness in Law movement has made admirable impacts on the individual and interpersonal levels, but the movement is yet to begin a discussion of how to create reform in the legal system at the structural level. A meaningful step toward such change can be a discussion of how the legal system can be reformed to incorporate into its framework the traditionally ‘extra-legal’ methods of discourse of oppressed populations. Wouldn’t mindfulness, compassion, and loving-kindness demand such a discussion of structural reform?

IV. CONCLUSION: WARY OPTIMISM FOR MINDFULNESS IN LAW

Gandhi’s meditative practices, approach to legal practice, and nonviolent resistance kept him from being a non-critical servant of a larger unsympathetic legal system. At all three levels of analysis, Gandhi challenged the machine-like qualities of modern legal regimes, and his thought on the struc-
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282 V.R. KRISHNA IYER, supra note 211, at 4. Justice Iyer even applied this challenge to social scientists, saying “social scientists must, in the right spirit, research into the vast potentiality of this gift of hope to the sublime rule of law.” Id. at 4. For thoughtful discussions of civil disobedience and legal or constitutional rights, see generally HAKSAR, supra note 253; KIMBERLEE BROWNLEE, CONSCIENCE AND CONVICTION: THE CASE FOR CIVIL DISOBEDIENCE (2012) (discussing Necessity and other legal theories as potential legal defenses for civil disobedience).
tural level of law can help bring the highest expression of love and compassion into contemporary law. This Article is an attempt to add the important systemic issues about legal thought and legal systems into a mindful law discourse that currently is limited to meditation and restorative interpersonal healing. I conclude that all three levels—individual mindfulness, social interaction, and systemic critique—must be addressed simultaneously because they complement each other in their emphasis on legal reform.

Meditation is scientifically shown to boost memory, creativity, and standardized intelligence test scores, but without its original connection to loving-kindness, its meaning and effectiveness is stunted. The Mindfulness in Law movement faces an impasse: to be a “flash in the pan” that gets absorbed into law school’s anxiety-ridden individualism, or to be harnessed to transform the legal profession from self-regarding materialism to other-regarding compassion. As Professor Beth Mertz stated, “the demand on law students to frame the world through legal doctrine develops in lawyers a ‘doctrinal filter’ that tacitly coerces law students to adopt a new, more distanced attitude toward morality and emotion.” This quiet coercion, hidden under the guise of “reason,” can be a destructive part of legal training that limits students’ abilities to imagine emotionally-intelligent alternatives. Current legal education often situates conflict into abstractions for which a conceptual solution is necessary, rather than training students to be aware of the moment and act according to what seems needed for genuine resolution in that particular instance. In contrast to standard legal training, Gandhi

286 Codiga, supra note 110, at 109 (quoting Riskin, The Contemplative Lawyer, supra note 97, at 45).
287 This issue has broader social significance beyond law and represents a deeper existential American dilemma. For an example of a critique of consumption that has relevance to living mindfully, see GEORGE RITZER, EXPLORATIONS IN THE SOCIOLOGY OF CONSUMPTION: FAST FOOD, CREDIT CARDS, AND CASINOS 203-221 (2001); ROY PORTER, CONSUMPTION: DISEASE OF THE CONSUMER SOCIETY?, in CONSUMPTION AND THE WORLD OF GOODS 58-84 (JOHN BREWER & ROY PORTER EDs.,1993); THOMAS PRINCE ET AL., EDs., CONFRONTING CONSUMPTION 1-22 (2002).
often had to explain to people that he was not interested in creating abstract scholarly treatises to explain his solutions; rather, his goal was to focus on what the immediate moment presented to him and live his principles, saying humbly,

To write a treatise on the science of ahimsa is beyond my powers. I am not built for academic writings. Action is my domain, and what I understand, according to my lights, to be my duty, and what comes my way, I do. All my action is actuated by the spirit of service. Let anyone who can systematize ahimsa into a science do so, if indeed it lends itself to such treatment. 289

If the deeper existential insights of mindfulness become separated from its practice, the Mindfulness in Law movement may, in the words of Riskin, end up being merely “a few flashes in a few pans.” 290

Although many Mindfulness in Law scholars have engaged “Eastern” thought, there has been virtually no mention of the Buddhist Sarvodaya movement and minimal engagement with one of the most infamous Asian lawyers of the 20th century: Mohandas Gandhi. Both his knowledge of and exploits with the law helped him create an original theory of law’s embeddedness in political and social systems, and yet, American law scholars have almost entirely ignored Gandhi’s contribution to social and legal theory. 291 The ‘interdependent individualism’ of Gandhi and engaged Buddhism presents a way for mindfulness to transcend the limitations of modern atomistic being. However, there still is a historic marginalization of “Eastern” worldviews in the legal academy that trivializes the challenges to western constructions of knowledge and legitimacy.

More generally, American discourse conveniently excises mindfulness from its existential elements and origins. 292 Given this exorcism, it should come to no surprise that asanas and mindfulness, respectively, are the limb (anga) of yoga and the part of the Eightfold Path that have been popularized in American society. The popularity of asanas and mindfulness could very well be due to their subjugation to existing atomistic imperatives in American society. For instance, as a cultural object, yoga in American society already has been dissociated from its historical connections to specific ethical practices and moral considerations. This should serve as a moment of caution for Mindfulness in Law advocates to note the ways in which the ethical discourse surrounding mindfulness can become diluted, and how mindful-

290 Riskin, The Contemplative Lawyer, supra note 97, at 45; Codiga, supra note 110, at 109.
291 A recent exception is Yxta Maya Murray’s A Jurisprudence of Non-violence, which invokes the lives of Gandhi and King to advance a non-violent legal theory. Yxta Maya Murray, A Jurisprudence of Non-violence, 9 CONN. PUB. INT. L.J. 65 (2009).
292 For scientific study on the connection between meditation and spiritual experience, see Jeffrey M. Greeson et al., Changes in Spirituality Partly Explain Health-Related Quality of Life Outcomes after Mindfulness-Based Stress Reduction, 34(6) J. BEHAVIORAL MEDICINE, 508-18 (2011); Kabat-Zinn, Mindfulness-Based Interventions, supra note 18, at 144-56
ness could be severed from its deeper purposes as it is absorbed by the dominant American political, economic, institutional, and cultural systems. Advocates could claim that mindfulness will transform society ‘from the inside-out,’ but in terms of its existence as a cultural object, mindfulness can be coopted and trivialized as well.

This trivialization is palpable even in mindfulness advocates’ attempts to appeal to mainstream America. The apparent popularity of meditation and yoga among women could indicate that meditation and yoga sit uncomfortably with American cultural standards of manliness. In American society, justifications for practicing mindfulness sometimes conform to hyper-masculine imagery to keep meditation from seeming ‘soft.’ For example, in “A Mindful Nation,” Congressman Ryan described a scientist’s enthusiasm for the benefits of mindfulness by saying that the scientist “wants everything proven with hard-nosed research.” Moreover, although Ryan used a wide range of examples to appeal to a diverse population, some examples involved the use of “Eastern” practices to improve performance in male-dominated activities. For instance, Ryan discussed his use of yoga “to deal with multiple football injuries” and illustrated the importance of mindfulness during combat for “operational effectiveness,” decreasing “pre-deployment stress,” and “reducing battlefield errors.” Ryan’s efforts to advocate for mindfulness are commendable, especially for including examples that connect mindfulness and masculinity which might appeal to a broader male audience. However, the pressure on mindfulness advocates like Ryan to avoid love and compassion when referring to traditionally male activities presents a formidable challenge to efforts to mindfully address structural problems. In addition, attempts to draw the American male population to mindfulness without questioning the cultural frames that connect masculinity and aggression stands in stark contrast to Powell’s previously mentioned concerns about the use of mindfulness to more effectively carry out acts of violence.

293 This refers to and includes the notion that mindful lawyers can transform the legal system by beginning with their inner transformation, producing a subsequent change in their law practice, and creating systemic change by making mindfulness practices more popular in the profession. In this line of thinking, as lawyers change law practice and legal systems ‘from the bottom-up,’ new mindful reinterpretations of legal doctrine also could change legal theory and jurisprudence.

294 In other words, mindfulness advocates sometimes must avoid seeming as if they are presenting a way for American men to look unmanly or ‘impotent’. From one historical view, losing manliness and becoming feminized is a male fear in American society. See generally, Bederman, supra note 151. Perhaps the pronounced acceptance of yoga among American women compared to men underscores this cultural fear of being ‘feminized’ by ‘exotic Eastern’ practices. For an especially graphic example of the feminization and trivialization of nonviolent power, see Maxim magazine’s drawing of a hyper-masculinized weightlifter pile-driving an image resembling the elderly Mohandas Gandhi, MAXIM MAGAZINE, Feb. 2003. See also SHILPA S. DAVE, INDIAN ACCENTS: BROWN VOICE AND RACIAL PERFORMANCE IN AMERICAN TELEVISION AND FILM 60, 170, 188 (2013).
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Along similar lines, mindfulness still faces the barriers presented by the historical division between the “East” and “West.” As mindfulness pioneer, Jon Kabat-Zinn, once had to explain, “It’s not just some silly quaint thing they used to do in Asia because they had nothing better to do. It’s a way to stay healthy.”

Even those who have advocated most for mindfulness meditation like Ryan and Kabat-Zinn must contend with contemporary American cultural categories that trivialize Asia’s intellectual traditions by prize physically-focused “health” over the often feminized and exoticized insights of nonviolence, compassion, and love. Because of the tensions between American constructions of manliness and the traditional feminization of the “the East,” the strength of meditation to cultivate love and compassion could get lost.

The historic ties of mindfulness to “Eastern” philosophy make it ripe for marginalization, and even if it survives the dominant structure’s assaults to trivialize it, mindfulness could become a warped shell of its former self. Despite American society’s diverse population, western education almost entirely dominates what a modern educated American must know and read to be considered erudite. During the colonial period, Gandhi contended with this western conception of learnedness while he completed his legal education, and his thought reflects the struggle to address the inherent privilege of western world-views in modern social and legal thought. Today, some scholars such as Codiga are illustrating the compatibility of mindfulness practices with secular life and society, but overall, scholars minimally have addressed the barriers caused by historical “East/West” divisions in thought and education. This historical boundary will have to be crossed to create a genuine appreciation of the social ontology that mindfulness can bring to American legal theory and education.

If mindfulness ever is used to achieve the cultural transformation that it can offer and avoid making lawyers merely more efficient worker bees, then mindfulness practices should not be disemboweled from the body of philosophy from which they originated. To see how law scholars can retain a connection to the origins of mindfulness, there is no need to reinvent the wheel; Gandhi’s conceptions of law already are mindful inventions that retain their connection to a broader “other-regarding” philosophy, one which even includes the yamas, niyamas, and parts of the Eightfold Path such as Right Livelihood. Therefore, Gandhi already has invented the wheel for an enlightened legal theory, but law scholars have to take the yamas, niyamas, and Right Livelihood seriously and acknowledge the significance of Gandhi’s
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detachment from worldly possessions (Anasakti). Using his life as his message, Gandhi humbly challenged law scholars to question the legal profession’s prestige and income hierarchy and direct the profession’s energies toward remedying structural injustices.

Furthermore, for mindfulness discourse and social justice discourse to reach an understanding with the broader legal community, the issue of love in law must be reconciled. Ironically, the notion that love plays a role in healing people and relationships is self-evident to many of the world’s masses and yet seems bewildering to academics and lawyers. Insights about love chronically are absent from academic writing in law and policy. As a result, to many non-lawyers, the law often seems deeply divorced from social reality and seems to exist in a realm of its own, with its own logic, sensibilities, and timelines. As a result, for the layperson, law’s relevance to real human relationships can seem suspect. It is no surprise that laypersons sometimes view legal systems as self-serving factory-like entities that produce case “outcomes” rather than resolutions. In contrast, Gandhi’s application of love to law was intended to bring law closer to the relevant relationships in a conflict rather than privileging the abstract “relevant” legal concept that often is only relevant to lawyers themselves.

Lawyers seem oblivious to the potential of love because the dominant cultural frames in which lawyers are socialized simply lack the tools to foster love’s application, and law schools do not provide those tools. Instead, future lawyers are socialized to box out such considerations and often trivialize them in order to preserve the centuries-old bias toward a narrow conception of the superior power of “logic” and “reason” over “emotion” and “love”. This dichotomy already is rejected by many psychologists as false. As is now increasingly recognized, emotion, logic, and even gut feeling are mutually involved in human thought processes. An attempt to create a basis for love in legal reasoning is therefore realistic, sensible, and timely. There is no reason for the modern lawyer to fear love or for logic and love to be mutually exclusive. Logic and love coexist.
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307 For an example of contemplative practices that can connect logic and love, see generally ZAJONC, supra note 165. For a broader example of how the terms ‘logic’ and ‘love’ are used
Finally, there is a gap between lawyers’ meditation practice and restorative lawyering on the one hand, and on the other hand, discussion of structural reform through a legal framework that formally recognizes a limited right to loving non-cooperation. To address structural issues, mindful law scholars would have to reflect on Gandhi’s inclusion of satyagraha into his philosophy of law. His life challenges law scholars to ask where the current limits of the law may be for accomplishing social change, and to discuss the possibility of a constitutional relationship between fundamental rights and nonviolent resistance in some contexts. Given western formalism’s “philosophical dead-ends” and the emptiness of post-modern challenges to formalism, law especially has been void of deep self-reflective critique.\(^{308}\) As philosopher Louis Wolker stated, “any thought that has constrained itself to law has already lost its soul.”\(^{309}\) If current legal theory categorically saps the soul, then mindful law scholars are left to ponder upon how much existing law can absorb the spirit of mindfulness, and how law and mindfulness can co-exist at any structural level. Can a legal system promote compassion without formal recognition of non-violent resistance in limited circumstances? Is it mindful for law scholars to advocate for social justice without proposing a legal right to satyagraha in certain situations? Do law scholars fear love because love would force the profession to face the suffering of oppressed populations and bring to light the profession’s inability to mitigate that suffering?

My mindful reader, why do you think lawyers fear love?


\(^{309}\) LOUIS E. WOLCHER, *BEYOND TRANSCENDENCE IN LAW AND PHILOSOPHY* x (2005).